
With the aid of Central Asia Insitute, children in northern Pakistan and Afghanistan are getting schools which change
their lives and will change their countries’ future. See articles, below and page 6.
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German historian Karl Von Clausewitz said
that war is diplomacy by another means; the
reverse (attributed to Chou En-Lai) may also
be true. Less cynically, Greg Mortenson has
found a third way—helping build schools (see
also ‘The Importance of Three Cups of Tea’ on
page 6). 

And it looks as if Mortenson and the armed
forces in Afghanistan may now be going in the
same direction. And there lies hope for a sea-
change in the apparently endless clash of high-
tech armies and low-tech ambush in this
fractured nation. Canadians may be the first to
catch the new wave.

Game 1: The Pursuit of
al-Qaeda in Afghanistan

A very brief history: after the destruction of the
World Trade Centre towers in New York on
9/11/01, the first US thought was pursuit and
destruction of a then unknown movement
called al-Qaeda, which was led by an expatriate
Saudi, Osama bin Laden, who turned out to be

based in Afghanistan and northwestern
Pakistan. So the invasion of Afghanistan in
2001 (‘Operation Enduring Freedom’) was
widely supported, both in the US and in other
nations, Canada among them.

Avoiding Iraq, But
Supporting the US

Two years later, the US invaded Iraq (for the
second time) with ‘shock and awe,’ ostensibly
to remove Saddam Hussein and his purported
weapons of mass destruction, and to halt Iraq’s
‘support for terrorists’. In Britain an enquiry
has just begun into this war, since weapons of
mass destruction turned out to have been a
convenient myth. 

Canada, which had completed its
involvement in Operation Enduring Freedom
in 2002, avoided particpating in the Iraq War
but agreed to NATO requests to return to
Afghanistan in 2003 as part of a multinational
force (International Security Assistance Force

Canadian civil society
is taking matters into 
its own hands
A network of leading Canadian non-
governmental organizations has made a
people’s submission to the United
Nations on behalf of over one hundred
and fifty thousand Canadians who have
signed the KyotoPlus petition, about
Canada’s climate change commitments.
The submission was made in light of the
January 31 deadline for countries to
indicate what they will be pledging to do
under the Copenhagen Accord.

‘The Canadian government has been
consistently out of step with the
majority in Parliament, the Canadian
public, and provincial governments
when it comes to climate change,’ says
Dale Marshall of the David Suzuki
Foundation. ‘For this reason we feel
that it is important to make a
submission to the UN on what Canada
really wants to do, which is contribute
to a fair, ambitious and binding deal.’

The Climate Action Network Canada
believes that the Copenhagen Accord is
nowhere near the international deal
that will be needed to prevent
dangerous climate change. World
leaders must use 2010 to negotiate a
legally-binding agreement under the
transparent United Nations framework
that includes a second phase of the
Kyoto Protocol. In the meantime this
submission to the Copenhagen Accord
is symbolic of where Canadians want
their government to be, says the
network.

‘Canadians want the world to know
our government does not represent our
views on climate action,’ says John
Bennett, Executive Director of Sierra
Club Canada. ‘Only through this
people’s submission to the United
Nations will we be heard.’

‘We must send a clear message to
our government that enough is enough.
‘Do Nothing’ is not an acceptable
position in the face of this global
challenge,’ says Graham Saul of Climate
Action Network Canada.

The People’s Submission, which was
submitted to the UN on January 28
includes commitments to reach far
more ambitious targets to reduce
greenhouse gas pollution within
Canada as well as commits Canada to
taking responsibility for its fair share of
the financing that will be necessary to
help poorer countries adapt to climate
change and adopt clean energy
technologies. 0

Clean water for
earthquake victims
Chris Rollings

When the earthquake hit, my wife Leslie and
daughter Olivia were here at the Clean Water for
Haiti (CWH) compound in Pierre Payen. Nothing in
Pierre Payen was damaged. I happened to be in Port-
au-Prince on the side of the road with a vehicle which
had just broken-down (I had just collected it from
being repaired!). 

I was unhurt, but a highschool collapsed just a few
doors down from me. As reported in the last edition
of Island Tides, I helped to pull out one student on
the evening of the quake, and then, when I returned
with all of CWH’s workers and equipment the next
day, we were able to pull out six more girls alive. We
also pulled out many bodies. 

There are lots of refugee camps all around Port-
au-Prince now, and one of the biggest problems is
water. Clean Water For Haiti is a development
agency, not a disaster relief agency. We work with
families to help them build a better life and normally
we only install the biosand filters that we
manufacture into homes—but there aren’t enough
homes left standing or safe to live in for that to be
practical right now. 

We are feeling our way as we go. The tentative
plan is that our water filters can be used until more
permanent shelter can be found (months or years,
possibly) and then the filters will be moved into
homes. 

In the last week-and-a-half we have delivered over
100 water filters to refuge camps in Port-au-Prince
and Carrefour and another five to a local mission
that’s taking care of refugees in Montrouis. It’s
possible that as many as 10,000 refugees are drinking
water out of those filters already. 

We are working with a pastor who is organizing
deliveries and is doing a great job. Our Haitian
workers are pleased with the way the project is going.
Our plan is to keep doing the same thing until there is
no longer a demand.

On Sunday I was called into a meeting in Port-au-
Prince with an American Colonel to give the US

AFGHANISTAN, please turn to page 2

CLEAN WATER, please turn to page 8

Cancel Haiti’s world debt
Groups local, national, and world-wide are working hard to raise money for relief work in Haiti
following the disastrous earthquake in the capital city Port-au-Prince. 

Meanwhile online international petitioning organization ‘Aavez.org: The world In Action’ is
calling for the cancellation of Haiti’s crippling international debt to other countries and world banks.

The Caribbean country, which occupies about half the island of Hispaniola, is reported to be
the poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere.

In its request for petition signatures Aavez.org says:
It’s shocking: even as aid flows in to Haiti’s desperate communities, money is flowing out

to pay off the country's crushing debt—over $1 billion in unfair debt racked up years ago by
unscrupulous lenders and governments.

The call for full cancelation of Haiti’s debt is building steam across the world, and has won
over some leaders—but other rich lender countries are rumoured to be resisting. And time
is short: G7 finance ministers could reach a final decision next week at their summit in
Canada. 

Let's raise a massive global call for justice, mercy and common sense for the people of
Haiti in this hour of tragedy. Avaaz and partners will deliver the call for debt relief directly
to the summit.
Go to: www.avaaz.org/en/haiti_cancel_the_debt/ to view it, or add your name. 0

Commentary by Patrick Brown

The changing game in Afghanistan
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AT FULFORD HARBOUR
FEBRUARY

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

2
TU

0018
0730
1350
1919

3.0
11.8
5.6
8.9

0.9
3.6
1.7
2.7

3
WE

0059
0757
1445
2050

4.6
11.8
4.6
8.5

1.4
3.6
1.4
2.6

4
TH

0141
0824
1539
2237

5.9
11.5
3.6
8.5

1.8
3.5
1.1
2.6

5
FR

0228
0851
1633

7.5
11.2
3.0

2.3
3.4
0.9

6
SA

0039
0328
0920
1729

9.2
8.9

10.8
3.0

2.8
2.7
3.3
0.9

7
SU

0220
0507
0952
1827

9.8
9.5

10.5
2.6

3.0
2.9
3.2
0.8

8
MO

0323
0737
1035
1922

10.5
9.8

10.2
2.6

3.2
3.0
3.1
0.8

9
TU

0409
0908
1135
2011

10.8
9.5
9.8
2.3

3.3
2.9
3.0
0.7

10
TU

0446
0954
1243
2055

10.8
9.5
9.8
2.3

3.3
2.9
3.0
0.7

11
WE

0517
1026
1345
2134

10.8
9.2
9.5
2.3

3.3
2.8
2.9
0.7

12
FR

0541
1054
1441
2209

10.8
8.9
9.5
2.6

3.3
2.7
2.9
0.8

13
SA

0601
1121
1534
2242

10.8
8.2
9.5
3.0

3.3
2.5
2.9
0.9

14
SU

0618
1149
1626
2313

10.5
7.5
9.2
3.3

3.2
2.3
2.8
1.0

15
MO

0633
1219
1718
2343

10.5
6.9
9.2
3.9

3.2
2.1
2.8
1.2

16
TU

0648
1250
1812

10.5
6.2
8.9

3.2
1.9
2.7

17
WE

0011
0703
1323
1912

4.9
10.5
5.6
8.5

1.5
3.2
1.7
2.6

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.caOn Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of

AT POINT ATKINSON
FEBRUARY

Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day        Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

2
TU

0105
0748
1416
1951

3.9
16.4
6.6

12.8

1.2
5.0
2.0
3.9

3
WE

0147
0819
1509
2108

5.6
16.1
5.6

12.1

1.7
4.9
1.7
3.7

4
TH

0231
0852
1602
22.39

7.5
15.7
4.6

12.1

2.3
4.8
1.4
3.7

5
FR

0323
0926
1657

9.5
15.1
4.3

2.9
4.6
1.3

6
SA

0020
0430
1002
1754

12.5
11.2
14.4
3.9

3.8
3.4
4.4
1.2

7
SU

0157
0605
1045
1855

13.1
11.8
13.5
3.9

4.0
3.6
4.1
1.2

8
MO

0314
0753
1140
1955

13.8
12.1
13.1
3.9

4.2
3.7
4.0
1.2

9
TU

0407
0912
1250
2049

14.1
11.8
12.8
3.6

4.3
3.6
3.9
1.1

10
WE

0446
0002
1401
2136

14.4
11.5
12.8
3.6

4.4
3.5
3.9
1.1

11
TH

0517
1038
1459
2216

14.4
11.2
12.8
3.6

4.4
3.4
3.9
1.1

12
FR

0542
1111
1550
2252

14.4
10.5
12.8
3.6

4.4
3.2
3.9
1.1

13
SA

0604
1142
1635
2324

14.8
9.8

13.1
3.9

4.5
3.0
4.0
1.2

14
SU

0624
1213
1719
2354

14.8
9.2

12.8
4.3

4.5
2.8
3.9
1.3

15
MO

0643
1244
1802

14.8
8.5

12.8

4.5
2.6
3.9

16
TU

0023
0701
1316
1848

5.2
14.8
7.5

12.8

1.6
4.5
2.3
3.9

17
WE

0053
0721
1350
1937

6.2
14.8
6.9

12.5

1.9
4.5
2.1
3.8

Prorogation
There’s no doubt that Prime Minister Harper’s lengthy
prorogation of Parliament in the middle of a Christmas recess
has met with widespread public disgust and opposition. While
prorogation is the entirely normal way to end one session of
Parliament before starting another one, the government does
not normally employ it to unilaterally shut down debate.

On January 9, British newspaper The Economist
commented: ‘The argument that previous Prime Ministers
frequently prorogued Parliament is no more convincing. In
almost every case they did so only once the government had got
through the bulk of its legislative business. The Parliament that
Mr Harper prorogued still had 36 government bills before it,
including measures that form part of the prime minister’s
much-vaunted crackdown on crime. When it reconvenes, those
bills will have to start again from scratch. Past prorogations
were typically brief. This time sessions will be separated by a gap
of 63 days.’

The Economist continues, ‘So why shut down Parliament?
Breaking six days of silence, Mr Harper said last week that it was
a ‘routine’ move to allow the government to adjust its budget,
due on March 4. His spokesman claimed that the 63-day gap
between sessions was less than the average prorogation of 151
days since 1867. However, the average in the last three decades
has been just 22 days.’

Since the beginning of January, opposition parties and
others have suggested amendments to the prorpogation
perogative that would require the Prime Minister to consult
Parliament before proroguing it in future. 

These should be the first order of business at the beginning

of  the next session—even before the debate on the Speech from
the Throne, and before the presentation of the Budget.

Confidence Votes, Elections and
Alternative Governments

Many Canadians now expect that the government will lose a
confidence vote sometime in 2010; should this occur, the Prime
Minister would probably go to the Governor General to request
that a general election be held. The alternative would be for the
Govenor General to ask the opposition or a coalition of parties if
they were ready to form a government.

In order to split the opposition, the PM wishes to maintain
the impression that a General Election is the only alternative to
letting the government have its way. His calculation is that, at
any given time, at least one of the three opposition parties will
feel unprepared for an election and to avoid it would support the
government during a confidence vote.

However the truth is that the Governor General, legitimately
and with ample precedent, has the option to ask an opposition
party whether it could form a government. Given current
governmant structure, a viable government would probably be
a coalition, although the coalition does not have to have been
formed ahead of time.

In December 2008
The Prime Minister’s first prorogation of Parliament in
December 2008 was a stalling tactic to avoid just this, as the
opposition was clearly ready to form a coalition to govern and to
vote no confidence. 

On CBC recently, spokesman Conservative MP Pierre

GULF ISLANDS WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water
• Whole-house Treatment

• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
• Media Filters
• Ultraviolet Systems

250-412-1110 • 604- 630-1114 • 524 William Street, Victoria
250-339-6914 Comox Valley

www.watertiger.net

REMOVE:
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or ISAF) under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
This move into Afghanistan was supported by a UN resolution. 

Game #2: Fighting the Taliban
Initially, the new assignment appeared to be conventional
infantry warfare, with air support from the US.

Since the end of the abortive Russian invasion in 1989,
Afghanistan, always a fractured, tribal country, had been ruled
by local ‘warlords’—so called because they had earned their
power through their success in repelling the Russians. The
Afghans’ history with the Russians in the nineties had taught
them well how to counter conventional infantry warfare with
guerilla-style tactics.

The southern part of the country was dominated by the
Taliban organization, which had been suspected of hiding and
protecting al-Qaeda. So which was the enemy? And where was
it?

The Taliban, however, were quite clear on enemies. They
viewed the US, UN, and NATO invasions in the same way as
Afghans had viewed a wide variety of foreign incursions into
Afghanistan over the last hundred years, and, for them, ISAF
were its enemy. 

Game 3: Defence, Democracy,
Development

The next objective was no longer the pursuit of al-Qaeda, but
building a peaceful, democratic, stable and economically viable
nation. This was more consistent with Canada’s strengths over
the past thirty years of peace-keeping; a combination of
defence, democracy, and development. 

In 2005, Canada took on what was probably the most
difficult part of the country—Kandahar province. Security had
to take first place. Because of increasing Taliban attacks,
continued military action was necessary to provide safe ground
for development. 

The Canadian government placed emphasis on the military,
led by the influential General Rick Hillier. Work on peace and
governance, led by the Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade (DFAIT) and development, led by the
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) was
carried on in the shadow of continuing warfare, and received
much less attention. NGO personnel did not feel safe in
Kandahar.

Game 4: Making The Taliban
Irrelevant

An alternative approach was illustrated by the Dutch, who were
carrying out the same role in Uruzgan province, north of
Kandahar, with about the same number of troops. ‘We’re not
here to fight the Taliban…we’re here to make the Taliban

irrelevant,’ said their commander, Hans van Griensven.
Following Dutch government policy, troops avoided combat,

and but were eventually to find that their development efforts
were also severely hampered by Taliban attacks—the Taliban
was not avoiding them. However, they did suffer far fewer
casualties than the Canadians.

Back to Game 3
Canada may have been the first of the many nations in
Afghanistan to realize that it was far from a conventional
battlefield. The objectives were unclear; the enemy was elusive;
the nearby Pakistan border provided not only a safe haven for
the enemy but also a never-ending supply of foreign fighters;
the Afghan government was widely regarded as not legitimate,
and its army and police forces were corrupt and ineffective; and
the landscape and its climate were inhospitable. 

It was, in fact, almost impossible to gain ground and hold it.
Canadian forces were reduced to maintaining a heavily fortified
base in Kandahar and patrolling the surrounding countryside in
heavily armoured vehicles. And the Taliban’s mining of roads
with improvised explosive devices (IEDs) made even that a
dangerous operation.

A further complication was that, as casualties mounted,
political support for the ‘mission’ waned in Canada.

Game 5: Shape, Clear, Hold, and
Build Schools

Nevertheless, by 2009 Canada has expanded or repaired some
50 schools in Kandahar, trained teachers, and done much to
rebuild the damage of many years of warfare. A ‘model village’,
Deh-e-bagh, defended with some success by Afghans, was
praised by the incoming US General Stanley McChrystal in
2009. 

And the Canadians were learning. First, that there was no
point in clearing a village of Taliban during the day, and
returning to the Kandahar base at night; the Taliban simply
returned and threatened the population with savage reprisals
for co-operating with the Canadians. So Canadian soldiers now
live fulltime out in the villages, among the locals.

Second, it became clear that projects built with significant
involvement of the local population were defended by the local
population. For example, a road built by local hand labourers
(for which they were paid) lasted far longer than a road built
(probably in much less time) by Canadian heavy equipment.

The new Canadian approach is now ‘shape, clear, hold, and
build’—still in military language but recognizing that the
military must work among the people, and facilitate a civilian
solution with help from both DFAIT and CIDA. This is the only
way to succeed in Afghanistan.

AFGHANISTAN from page 1

AFGHANISTAN, please turn to next page 

Commentary by Patrick Brown

Shenanigans on the hill: the ins and outs of prorogation,
confidence votes, elections, and senate appointments 

PROROGATION, please turn to page 10
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More daily flights home from the Mainland

Our Islands. Our World.
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For scheduled flight info call 

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at 
seairseaplanes.com

• Eight scheduled flights daily

• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada

• Departure from Seair Terminal at 
Vancouver Int’l Airport

• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal

• Frequent flyer discounts

• Charter flights available to other destinations

Mortenson’s Game
Readers of Greg Mortenson’s Three Cups of
Tea or his new book Stones into Schools would
recognise the current approach. Mortenson’s
game  is simple: listen more, build
relationships, and empower the elders in a
community.

Mortenson has now spent seventeen years
founding schools in the most remote areas of
north-west Pakistan and north-east
Afghanistan: 131 schools, providing education
to nearly 58,000 students. With a motley
group of about a dozen remarkable individuals
from that part of the world, funded by his
Central Asia Institute (CAI), these schools are
built by local people from materials provided
largely by the CAI. In Taliban areas, they seem
to be immune from attack.

Meanwhile, in Afghanistan, in 2009 nearly
eight-and-a-half million children attended
school, ten times as many as at the turn of the
millennium. Forty percent of students are girls. 

Mortenson is fond of saying, ‘If you educate
a boy, you educate an individual, but if you
educate a girl, you educate a community.’
Teach a girl to read, he says, and she will teach
her mother. Her mother, in turn, will be far less
likely to encourage her sons to fight for the

Taliban, and far more likely to pursue her
rights to land ownership—a key development
in a country where widows number in the
millions.

Infant mortality drops; the population
explosion is curbed, and the overall quality of
health improves.

He sees schools as ‘promoting peace with
books, not bombs’.

Convergence
The evolving Canadian strategy in Afghanistan
and the Mortenson approach are now
converging. His first book, Three Cups of Tea,
is now required reading for several branches of
the US military, and has been a bestseller in the
US for three years. Stones into Schools
describes its effect, both in Pakistan and
Afghanistan, and on the US military.

A fancy word for Mortenson’s successful
technique would be ‘cultural sensitivity’. A less
fancy, but more direct, word would be ‘respect’.
Respect for individuals, for communities, for
their elders, and for their children.  Good
manners.

The western saying is ‘The pen is mightier
than the sword.’ The Koran says: The ink of the
scholar is more holy than the blood of the
martyr.’ 0
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• Serving the Gulf Islands and  
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

• Fuel-efficient, cost-effective wood heating

• Solar domestic hot water heaters

• Sales and Installations

Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

call: 250-386-7643
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Solar Heating

PUBLIC INPUT
Islands Trust 
Proposed 2010-2011 Annual Budget

Visit our web site at:                                    E-mail: budget2010@islandstrust.bc.ca
www.islandstrust.bc.ca                              

We’d like to hear from you
The Islands Trust invites input from the public on its proposed annual budget.
Trust Council will consider your input during its budget deliberations, before it
makes a final decision during its quarterly business meeting on Thursday, March
25, 2010 on Hornby Island.

You can get all the budget details directly from the following Islands Trust offices:

This information is also available on the Island Trust website at ww.islandstrust.bc.ca
Submissions from the public regarding the proposed budget must be delivered by:

Noon Friday, February 19
Islands Trust Council
Attention: Treasurer

#200-1627 Fort Street
Victoria, BC V8R 1H8

OR
Fax: (250) 405-5155

OR
E-mail at: budget2010@islandstrust.bc.ca

1-500 Lower Ganges Road
Salt Spring Island, BC
Phone: 250-537-9144

700 North Road
Gabriola Island, BC
Phone: 250-247-2063

200-1627 Fort Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-405-5151

In the years immediately following the
WW2 war effort, American industries were
encouraged to retool to produce consumer

goods instead—and boy, did they ever succeed! 
Once you have a warehouse of widgets, the

next step is to sell them—hence the birth of
marketing. Big budget items like cars and
houses were designed to appeal to men, the
ones with the income, while smaller items such
as clothes, toasters and cake mix were directed
at the housewife. 

It was assumed that the average ditzy
housewife needed everything made easy, ‘for
your convenience,’ (so you don’t have to think
about it) which assumption has now been
extended to all of us. 

And it worked. Appliances for the home, as
opposed to those made for the tool shed, had
simple ‘on/off’ buttons, they worked by
themselves as if by magic, and they came with
a set of promises that guaranteed a tastier
dinner, whiter clothes, better love life,
whatever. 

One such example is the clothes dryer, that
ubiquitous modern necessity. For how many
centuries have clothes dried in the sun or
before the fire? Now they are tumbled to
parchment dryness, clinging to their own
static. Of ourse, clothes dryers can be very
useful especially for large items during a
November rain. But that does not negate the
value of the sun and stove. 

The clothesline with a pulley and prop that
grandparents used is a desirable feature of
Island life after a morning’s laundry. Clothes,
sheets and towels smell so much fresher after
that sunbathe ot airing. Fresh air-fragrant and
semi-sterilized, sun-dried laundry is actually
more sanitary than laundry tumbled
promiscuously together. 

An added bonus; hanging laundry on a line
can be an artistic or athletic activity. Some
people hang their washed items on the line
according to colour, or arrange them by size or
shape, and now, with the advent of coloured
clothes pins, you can add that final
coordinating touch—then stand back and
admire. As a physical exercise, something less
than an hour of ballet or an hour at the gym, it’s
still a great way to stre-e-e-tch and bend, all
this in fresh air, with a chorus of birds and
delightful scenery.

One sad feature of contemporary life is the
embarrassment felt by some housing
developers at the thought of people’s laundry
hanging out for all to see, to the point where
clothes lines have been banned in some up-
scale neighbourhoods and condominium
complexes. 

Yet these same folks, who are so mortified
at the sight of their neighbour’s bloomers
flapping on the line, will go to Europe or Asia

and take photographs of the ‘quaint’ arrays of
household washing displayed from one house
to another or from apartment windows and
balconies. One of my wife’s fondest memories
of Venice is of hanging the daily socks and
underpants on the line outside our apartment
balcony, an encouraging glass of Proseco
balanced precariously on the railing, while the
gondolas floated gracefully below. 

That said, if you hang out the washing in a
rainy winter you might have to wait a month
and brush off the moss before retrieving it. Or,
if the weather gets really cold, you can have the
fun of wrestling with your fresh but board-stiff
laundry, standing your frozen jeans in the
middle of the room like a suit of armour.

Once a feature of every parlour, a clothes
drying rack can be used all year round. In our
house I searched in vain for a good location to
mount the pulleys for one of those suspended
‘airers’ that can be loaded and hoisted up to the
ceiling, out of the way. But no such luck, so we
opted for a stand-up rack instead. Our simple,
unpainted wooden frame hinged at the centre
will hold a medium-sized wash that can be
placed outside when the weather permits,
placed in the sunroom anytime, or stood before
the wood stove. 

This last location has led to a modified
laundry pattern. In winter, instead of washing
clothes early in the day, the laundry is now often
done late just before bedtime when the clothes
are placed on the rack in front of the stove. They
are warm, dry and ready in the morning.

You can also use line or rack when the
power goes off, but then that also assumes you
will wash your clothes by hand. 

One day, as I was carrying out our wash to
hang it up, a visiting friend asked pityingly,
‘Don’t you have a dryer?’ ‘Yes, dear, I have a
dryer, but it’s a matter of choice.’ 

In becoming passive consumers, postwar
modernity has separated us from the actions of
living—growing food, baking bread, splitting
firewood, and so on. 

There has always been a tension between
engaging thoughtfully in everyday activities
versus having more time to do something else. 

Mary and I have chosen to live in a rural
area in order to engage in a way-of-life in which
thoughtful choices are made. At our house we
do grow our own food, bake bread, split wood
and hang out the laundry. We spend a minimal
time on the computer, do not watch TV or
cruise the shopping malls.

I guess it’s a case of selective engagement—
what Oscar Wilde called ‘Life as a work of art.’
Or, giving Shakespeare the last word, ‘The
white sheet bleaching on the hedge, With
heigh! The sweet birds, oh, how they sing!’ —
Winter's Tale, Act IV, Scene III.   0      

Earth
Day Scholarship

Earth Day Canada is offering graduating
highschool students twenty $5,000 post-
secondary scholarships. The Toyota Earth Day
Scholarship Program encourages and rewards
graduating Canadian highschool students who
have distinguished themselves through
environmental community service,
extracurricular and volunteer activities, and
academic excellence. The 2010 application
deadline is February 28. 

Criteria include a demonstrated
commitment and service to community
environmental issues, record of participation
in volunteer and extracurricular activity at
school and in the community, demonstrated
capacity for leadership, and outstanding
potential as an environmental leader. 

Find more information about the Toyota
Earth Day Scholarship Program at
www.earthday.ca. 

Connecting Generations
Through SD 64 Program

School District 64 (Southern Gulf Islands) has
initiated a Connecting Generations project,
connecting youth with adults, including
seniors, to encourage conversations about a

shared interest, a skill or a life experience.  
Living Links is a database for adults

and youth who are enthusiastic about
meeting people with shared interests, or with a
skill, or a life experience about which they
would like to learn. 

A mutual interest in, say, stamps or
Shakespeare, astrophysics or stone masonry
might be the incentive to bring together a
youth and an adult for the benefit and pleasure
of both.

Screenings and ongoing supervision
ensures that conversations take place safely
either on the high school premises or at a
mutually convenient location. The project is
based, and will begin, on Salt Spring but is
intended to serve SD 64’s other Islands as well.

Gulf Islands School District is inviting
applications from anyone interested in
participating. Contact coordinator Sarah
Hook-Nilsson: shooknilsson@sd64.bc.ca or
call Gulf Islands Secondary School at 250-537-
9944.

Flood Relief Campaign Big
Success

People affected by the November flood in
Duncan recently had an oportunity to meet
Island Savings Credit Union volunteers who
responded to the community need. 

Staff from Island Savings attended the
Cowichan Valley Flood Recovery Committee

Round The Islands
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The Good Life by Brian Crumblehulme

Soaking Up The Sun
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Shellfish Shame!
Dear Editor:
During the short reprieve from the many rainy days of late, I
wandered down to the neighbourhood beach where I was
greeted by the warm sun, a gentle breeze, the tide rolling in and
… shellfish industry garbage everywhere! 

Over the 30+ years I have been going down to this beach,
there has been a steady increase in industry garbage, but today
was record breaking! Baskets, barrels, a bucket, ropes, nets,
styrofoam and vexar bags were everywhere, there was even a
huge buoy labeled with the name of the nearby scallop farm
who, when applying for expansion, went on public record to say
they are low impact and never lose their equipment to the
elements.

Obviously, the recent flooding creating extreme high tides
which scoured the Vancouver Island shores, creek and river
mouths clean, depositing the debris elsewhere. With the
amount of ropes—long and short, thick and thin—that I picked
up in a short distance, I wondered how boats (including ferries)
manage to get through the maze without fouling their props. 

Unfortunately the styrofoam is a particular environmental
concern as it has now been reduced to single beads and will
probably be ingested by fish and fowl alike who would mistake
it for eggs, eventually leading to their demise. Filter feeders
large and small are also at risk of starving to death once their
bellies are full of styrofoam.

I keep asking myself how an industry who relies solely on the
environment for their livelihood can treat Baynes Sound like a
garbage dump? Why aren’t they out scouring the shores to not
only retrieve their equipment, but also to preserve the habitat
they rely on? Why are they then surprised when there is
opposition to their applications for expansion? 

By the way, I am not a NIMBY, I am a traditional bottom
culture oyster farmer and have operated a small family holding
on Denman Island for 35-years and am now ashamed to be part
of this industry. Every year I haul truckloads of industry garbage
off the beaches that I have gathered piece-by-piece while
walking my dogs and am disgusted with the attitude displayed
by others in the business.

The water quality of Baynes Sound is in crisis from not only
these plastics left to decompose and eventually make their way
into the food chain, but also from oxygen depletion due to the
overuse from the millions of suspended filter feeders depleting
this finite resource. 

This coupled with the toxic heavy metals soon to be released
from the development at Union Bay and proposed coal mine
behind Buckley Bay will quite possibly cause cadmium levels to
increase so that no global markets will accept our shellfish.
Perhaps this will be the ‘silver lining’ in these dark clouds
looming on the horizon and Baynes Sound will eventually be
free of shellfish industry garbage, and—unfortunately—edible
shellfish! Anybody want to buy an oyster lease?

Edina Johnston, Denman Island

Re: Policing in the Islands Trust Area
The following letter was sent to Attorney General Michael de
Jong. 
Dear Minister De Jong: 
I am writing on behalf of the Islands Trust Council to relay
concerns from our residents about policing levels on island
communities.  

At our December Trust Council meeting, our trustees
discussed the possible removal of staff from Island locations
and the amalgamation of detachments. The trustees passed the
following resolution: 

That Islands Trust Council request the Chair to write a letter
to the BC Solicitor General reflecting community concerns in
the Trust Area with respect to policing services in local
communities. 

The Islands Trust understands the need for policies that
protect RCMP officer safety and understands that other small
communities are likely experiencing similar situations. We
would just ask that in your contract negotiations with the
RCMP, you take into account the difficulty of access to Gulf
Islands communities when an urgent police response is needed,
particularly in inclement weather.  

Sheila Malcolmson, Chair Islands Trust Council 

Wild Salmon One Step Safer
Dear Editor:
Supreme Court ruled in favour of proper regulation of fish
farms once again. Justice Hinkson did grant the federal
government a suspension order until December 18, 2010 so that
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) can further prepare to assume
control of regulating salmon farms. However, Justice Hinkson
forbade any expansion of aquaculture during that period. 

Specifically, the province cannot issue any new fish farm
licences and cannot expand the size of any tenure. He
recognized the First Nation interest in this matter by granting
the Musgamagw-Tsawataineuk Tribal Council intervenor
status, which is essential as this case is based in their territory.

On the matter pursued by Marine Harvest at the Court of

Appeal and sent back to Justice Hinkson to reconsider (that is
whether the fish in the farms are privately owned by the
companies and whether the Farm Practices Protection Act
(FPPA) is still in force), Hinkson confirmed  that the FPPA, will
no longer apply to finfish aquaculture and thus no longer
protect farms from nuisance claims.  

On the question, does Marine Harvest own the  fish in their
pens? Justice Hinkson found that this was not the place for this
decision. Marine Harvest will have to bring this before the
courts themselves. For now, we know that the aquaculture fish
are now part of the fisheries of Canada.

Today’s decision is supported by the, unrelated,
announcement by US box store chain ‘Target’ that they have
eliminated all farmed salmon from its fresh, frozen, and smoked
seafood offerings in its stores across the United States, because
of farm salmon environmental impact on native salmon.

There is an enormous amount of work ahead to translate any
of this into better survival of our wild salmon, but the courts
seem consistently interested in bringing reason, the
constitution and the law to bear on the Norwegian fish farm
industry in British Columbia.  

While I am truly sorry that jobs will be lost in ocean fish
farming, bear in mind the industry is in deep trouble with
mother nature herself in the fish farming strongholds of Chile
and Norway. Trying to hold this nomadic fish in pens is never
going to work, because it causes epidemics, unnatural sea lice
infestations and drug resistance. Salmon farming is not
sustainable and ultimately we are better served by our wild fish. 

Alexandra Morton, Echo Bay

Working Together Builds Community
Dear Editor:
It is with great disappointment that the Gabriola Health Care
Auxiliary has to let you know that the results of the Aviva
Community Fund online competition will not bring any money
to Gabriola but—it has built a community spirit that is priceless!

The Aviva people contacted Judith Graham, by phone,
today–January 25th–to say ‘it was very close, and although you
met all the general criteria, we have picked eight projects that
were all heavily themed in youth residing in densely populated
areas–from PEI to Burnaby.’

The health care auxiliary would like to thank all of the voters
and volunteers who worked so diligently and tirelessly trying to
promote our little Island with the big idea.

As chair of the auxiliary, I would like you to consider that if
we had not entered the contest we would not have had the
Voters & Volunteers Village Office donated to us. If we hadn’t
had the office we would not have had the ‘branching out’
Katsura tree which raised $45,000 in the past two months. We
would not have raised over $1,200 from the Santa Claus photos,
and it would have been very difficult to organize our very
successful celebration of 2010 Year of the Clinic. It gives me
great pleasure to say that since the Night of Announcements
(November 4th, 2009) the auxiliary and foundation have raised
almost $100,000 in total for health care on Gabriola.

We believe that a permanent community-owned urgent care
facility along with the associated medical clinic is an essential
component of the long-term safety, health and well being of all
Island residents and visitors and we will continue to do
whatever is necessary to reach that goal.

Nancy Nevison, Gabriola Health Care Auxiliary Chair

Government Microfinance Would
Help Haiti

Dear Editor:
Canadians have responded generously to the immediate needs
of Haitians devastated by the earthquake.  These urgent needs
of rescue, distribution of food, water, and medical care will be
replaced with the task of rebuilding the Haitian nation and its
people from poverty. One of the most effective proven methods
to help the very poor find a dignified way out of poverty is
microfinance, the provision of small loans of $20-$200.

Presently only 1% of Canada’s overall aid budget is directed
to microfinance. Now is the time Canadians should be
requesting our government to increase and direct Canadian aid
to microfinance in Haiti and other poverty-stricken countries.

Renee Sande RN, Salt Spring Island

Charities Should Invest in Microcredit
Dear Editor:
The outpouring of sympathy and funds for Haiti is amazing and
the work that the charities are doing is terrific, but there’s a
glitch in the system. Many of the large charities are in
possession of vast assets, accumulated over decades—they need
to dispense only 80% of their donations each year. 

As posted on the CRA charities website, UNICEF Canada has
over $6 million in assets; World Vision has more than $62
million in assets; the Canadian Red Cross more than $286
million. These are large organizations doing a lot of good in the
world, but the accumulation of assets means that there are
hundreds of millions of dollars not being used for aid at any

Achieving an elected Senate isn’t as simple as Prime Minister
Harper presents it. It might very well lead to partisan
polarization and deadlock unless the election is by proportional
representation, and it is not clear how this could be done on a
province-by-province basis.  

There’s no point in having an elected Senate duplicate the
Commons. The Senate mandate of ‘sober second thought’ is
very valuable as long as senators are appointed because of their
wisdom and experience, and are not told how to behave by the
party they happen to espouse. For the Senate to have any value,
its members must be able to think and vote independently, and
its committees must have ample powers of investigation.

If, as Prime Minister Harper evidently believes, senators can
be whipped into voting their party line (as do his Members of
Parliament) and the work of Senate committees can be
obstructed using the same tactics as the Harperites have used
with Commons committees, the Senate is better as it is.

Properly, an elected Senate would require a constitutional
amendment, agreed by both houses of Parliament and at least
seven provinces representing a majority of the population.
There are ‘back door’ ways of accomplishing equivalent changes
(as Harper has demonstrated), but they are susceptible to Court
challenge. 0

LETTERS, continued on the next page 
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Saturdays, February 6 & 20
Pender Film Group Screenings—SAT FEB 6: Whip It
(2009)—an indie-rock loving misfit (Ellen Page) deals with her
small-town misery in a roller derby league; SAT FEB 20: Coco
before Chanel (2009, French w/ subtitles)—hat-designer Coco’s
early career as a seamstress and a singer, stars Audrey Tautou (of‘
Amelie fame) • Community Hall • 7:30pm unless otherwise noted
• Admission by donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Friday, February 5
Corbin Murdoch and the Nautical
Miles—Nautical Miles can groove, swing or
get all chamber folkie—The Province, Food
by Eden, presented by Island Music Society,
• Ag Hall • 7:30pm, doors 7pm • Tickets: $15
@ Happy Tides, @ door $18 • Info: www.corbinmurdoch.com •
ON MAYNE ISLAND

Fri, Sat & Sun, February 12–14
Seedy Saturday All Weekend! Island Natural Growers
presents its spring booster of Seeds, Food, Gardening and
Farming— FRI: films ‘Wilf’ and ‘Hijacked Future,’ introduced by
John Wilcox,  7pm: SAT: a full hall of seeds, plants, farms & food
vendors, bring your seeds to the Seed Exchange Table, see
presentations by Carolyn Herriot, Linda Gilkeson, Dan Jason,
Andrew Haigh and Sharon Sullivan, 10am–3pm, $2; SUN: two
workshops for farmers and gardeners, 9:30am–2:30pm, $20
workshops, $10 lunch, preregister at dogwoodlane@telus.net •
Farmers Institute • Info: Coordinator Pauline Martens  @
ssiseedysaturday@gmail.com • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Fri to Sun, February 19 to 21
First Annual Galiano Island Literary Festival— workshops,
panels and over 20 fiction, nonfiction and poetry writers from the
Gulf Islands and across BC, including George Bowering, William
Deverell, Ann Ericksson, Audrey Thomas; workshop and panels •
Galiano Oceanfront Inn • Tickets and event info:
www.galianoislandbooks.com or 1-877-795-BOOK(2665) • ON
GALIANO ISLAND

Saturday, February 20
Ad Mare Wind Trio— 1920s Paris-inspired reed
trio music; an era which combined exceptional
wind players and great composers • South Galiano
Hall • 7:30pm • Tickets: Galiano Island Books, Art
and Soul, at the door, adults $25, post-secondary
students $15, accompanied minors free • ON
GALIANO ISLAND 

Sunday, March 21
From the Table to the Field—turning discussion into action;
an inter-island conference advancing agriculture, community and
environmental awareness; presentation of Island inintiatives,
world café format discussion, action • Galiano Community Hall •
9:30am-4pm • Admission $25 (includes delicious lunch and
refreshments) • Registration: galianofoodprograms@gmail.com
or 250-539-2175 option 2 • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Fri thru Mon, September 3–6
Denbaya West African Music and Dance
Workshop—retreat includes hands-on instruction
by world-renowed master dancers, drummers and
babfonists • Camp Pringle, Shawnigan Lake • Cost
includes workshops, meals and accommodation •
Info 250-743-5846 www.moondancearts.ca • IN
SHAWNIGAN LAKE 

LETTERS, from previous page 

The Southern Gulf Islands Emergency
Program wishes to extend thanks and
acknowledge BC Hydro, Telus, Shaw and
Highways for all of their efforts during the
recent windstorm. 

Once again they have provided service
above and beyond the call of duty.

given time.
One way that these charities could remedy this is to invest

their assets in microcredit, which would allow the money to be
used for exactly what the charities hope to do: to raise people
out of poverty. Microcredit organizations like Oikocredit invest
in Fonkoze, a Haitian microfinance institution which helps get
small loans to very poor people. These loans will be used to
rebuild homes, businesses, and lives. And when the money is
repaid, it will be loaned out again.  

This seems to be the best case scenario: charities investing
their substantial assets in organizations which will use the funds
over and over again to help people climb out of poverty. 

Sonia Furstenau, Victoria

Islander Is Giving A Helping Hand In
Cambodia - You Can Too!

Dear Editor:
The project I am working on in Cambodia this winter addresses
the needs of orphan children sheltered at the Peaceful
Children’s Home. These children are victims of child trafficking,
extreme poverty, abandonment, and decades of warfare. 

There are currently 140 children sheltered at the two homes
operated by the Khmer Foundation, a Cambodian nonprofit
organization in Phnom Penh and Battambang (where I am). 

The homes take care of the basic needs and education of the
orphans until they reach adulthood. The ‘Same Same but
Different Foundation’ and ‘Kindness in Action,’ both 100%
volunteer organizations, are working together helping the
Khmer Foundation to most effectively use its resources and
operate its educational programs. 

As a result of dwindling financial support from donors
around the world, we have developed a project that is helping
the Khmer Foundation become more self-sufficient and capable
of offering specialized training and post-secondary education to
their young people. 

We are constructing a multipurpose building at the Peaceful
Children’s Home II in Battambang. The two-story structure
includes classrooms on the main floor and lodging on the upper
floor. The building will allow for: apprenticeship during
construction; specialized training in: marketing, hotel
management, hospitality, foreign languages, music,
information technology. It will provide a facility for visiting
medical and dental practioners to care for orphans and the
community and provide affordable accommodation for visiting
medical and dental groups, non-government organizations,
volunteer groups, and tourists.  

By assisting in the actual construction of the building, able
highschool students will learn marketable trades. Once
construction is complete, the students will have an opportunity
to practice the specialized skills they learn in the classrooms by
inviting, accommodating, and hosting visitors throughout the
year.

Tourism revenues will provide sustained income to support
the orphanages’ basic needs and provide tuition for deserving
highj11school graduates to continue their post-secondary
education. There are currently 33 of these orphans attending
universities in Cambodia and Thailand. Recently, some of the

funding from around the world has been cut back, leaving
students unable to finish their degrees. 

The positive impact of this project is incalculable. Children
rescued from extreme poverty, abuse, and despair will now have
a brighter hope. Have I caught your interest? If so read on
and contact me at lenisincambodia@gmail.com.

WANTED: A very small orphanage in rural Cambodia
requires the assistance of a few astute individuals who
could pay their own transportation costs and give about
30 days attention to these meaningful projects:
1)  shop for for French, English and Khmer books;
install and teach library system in an orphanage for 50
kids (one mini laptop to be purchased for record
keeping)—budget 5k. 
2)  shop for and install and privide instruction for a
computer lab with one server and 8 laptops networked
(no internet available and solar powered)—budget 10k.
1 & 2 both above include purchasing required furniture.
3)  shop for and supervise the installation of a huge
solar panel system to run the new building— budget
20k.
Translators are provided, as is room and board at the
center. Couples welcome. Optional living at a brand
new hotel 7km away in the city of Battambang at your
additional expense of US$10 per night for deluxe room
with AC-TV fridge, hot shower etc. Food at restaurants
runs about $2 to $4 per meal.
The location is three hours by bus from Ankor Wat
which costs $20 a day to view and the hotels there look
like Las Vegas and cost as much.

Len Walker, Bowser and Cambodia
Ed’s Note: Len Walker participated in recovery efforts in Sri
Lanka after the catastrophic Indian Ocean sunami in 2004.
This winter he has found another project in Cambodia. He
expects to be back in his garden in March. He has been sending
fascinating reports of his experiences. 

To view the photo gallery of his trip go to
http://picasaweb.google.com/lenisincambodia/PEACEFULCHILD
RENSHOMECambodia#. Len also distributes Island Tides in
his area, thanks Len!

If readers would like to learn more about the Cambodia
project’s Canadian partners and perhaps lend a hand:
www.kindnessinaction.ca, info@samesamebutdifferent.org. 

Task Forces May Help
Dear Editor:
Why do some people seem to think it’s unusual that the
province has sought out knowledgeable environmentalists and
energy experts to advise them on green energy development?
Common sense says these are exactly the people we should be
seeking advice from.  

Bringing together the best of the best for the Green Energy
Task Force makes total sense when you’re looking for informed
recommendations and the kind of advice that will ensure we’re
getting the most out of BC’s green energy resources and going
about it in the best possible way.

Recycle my cell
Recycle My Cell is a free program organized by the Canadian
Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA) in
conjunction with cellphone service providers, handset
manufacturers and recycling companies. The goal of the
program is to raise awareness about the importance of
cellphone recycling and keep handsets from entering Canada’s
landfills. 

To locate a drop-off centre, visit the website
www.recyclemycell.ca or call 1-888-797- 1740, and enter your
postal code. This generates a list of the ten closest cellphone
recycling drop-off sites. If you can’t visit one of these drop-off
locations in person, you can mail your mobile device at no cost
using a prepaid shipping label. There are currently 552 drop-off
locations in BC. The website also provides instructions for
‘cleaning’ your device of all personal data before dropping it off
at a recycling site. 

A donation to participating charities is made for each device
returned through the program. Some of the charities benefiting
from the program include the World Wildlife Fund, Tree
Canada and Food Banks Canada. 

The Recycle My Cell program is designed to meet the
requirements of BC’s Recycling Regulation. Under this
legislation, producers are responsible for the end-of-life
management of their products, including collecting and
recycling. 

Cellphones, pagers, smartphones, wireless PDAs, external
aircards, headsets, chargers, batteries and other accessories are
all accepted at Recycle My Cell collection sites or through the
mail-back option, regardless of brand, model or age, working or
non-working. The devices are then sent to recycling facilities
where they are refurbished or dismantled for scrap. The scrap
materials are used to produce new mobile devices and a variety
of other items. More than 95%t of the materials in an average
mobile device are recyclable. 

And remember, in BC since January 1 it is illegal to use a
hand-held cellphone while driving. 0
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DOCK BUILDING COMPONENTS  
& ACCESSORIES 

Wholesale distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years 
DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 

FOAM-FILLED 
FLOATATION 

MOLDED & CUSTOM 

DOCK & DECK BOXES 

 FLOATATION 
 DOCK KITS 
 FRAME HDW. 
 LADDERS 
 BUMPERS   
 CLEATS 
 GALV. STEEL 

FRAMES 
 DECKING   
 &  MORE 

 MOORING, MARKER & REGULATORY 
BUOYS FOAM - FILLED 

TM 

1-800-665- 4499  
“If It Flows - We Go With It !” 

$175,000 $1,043 $225,000 $967.00
$  50,000 $1,500 Paid off -
$225,000 $2,543 $225,000 $967.00

Consider a current situation
(Mortgage @ 5.25% interest rate)

 Balance Payment

Now Consider 
a potential situation

Mortgage @ 2.15%  (Prime - .10%)*
 Balance              Payment/month

Lower Your 
Monthly 

Payments

* OAC. Variable subject to change with the Bank Prime which as of the writing of this ad is 2.25%. Call for strategies.

Apply Online
www.geterdonegirls.com

North Island 
Comox, Courtenay, Campbell River

Debbie Tietzmann
250•203•6611

debbie.gedg@gmail.com 

Central Island
Ladysmith, Nanaimo, Parksville, QB

Alyson Thiessen
250•586•0266

geterdonegirl@gmail.com

Dziekanski report applauded
The Green Party of Canada has congratulated the Commission
for Public Complaints Against the RCMP for straight talk in its
report on the death of Robert Dziekanski at the Vancouver
airport. 

‘Commission Chair Paul Kennedy wrote plainly and strongly
in the report, expressing criticisms regarding the way the taser
was used on Dziekanski and suggesting that the RCMP needs to
return to a way of dealing with situations by using the least
amount of force possible,’ says a Green Party press release.

‘I was disappointed to hear that the government has ended
Kennedy’s term (in December) even though he was prepared to
serve longer,’ said Green Leader Elizabeth May, ‘We need an
honest citizen advocate in that role. It is a shame that this may
be Paul Kennedy’s last report. He has done a stellar job.  0

It was the best Christmas present
ever. My husband had given me
Greg Mortenson’s new book

Stones into Schools. With it came a
ticket for an evening with Greg at the
Mulgrave School in West Vancouver.
The event was being sponsored by
Kidsbooks through their three stores
in the Lower Mainland. It turned out
to be a stellar evening. 

Mortenson is also the author of
several children’s books. The son of a

missionary family, he is the product of an upbringing in
Tanzania and the US. He learned from his father the need for
education and facilities, to better the conditions of poverty
stricken populations, but his endeavour to start on his mission
came purely by accident.

He was living in the US and working as a nurse when he took
time off to indulge his passion for mountain climbing. The
mountain he chose with friends, this time, was K2 in the
Karakoram Range on the border between Pakistan, China and
Afghanistan. He nearly made it to the top, but having failed to
reach his goal and feeling dejected, he became separated from
his companions and guide and lost his way. After a feat of
survival overnight on a glacier he finally stumbled into the
remote village of Korphe, in Baltistan, Pakistan, where the
hospitable villagers took him in and treated him. 

In gratitude, and having observed that the boys of the village
were trying to learn without a trained schoolteacher and had to
write in the sand, he promised the village leader Haji Ali that he
would return and build them a school. That is how it all began.

Greg’s books tell of his
brushes with the Taliban and
his difficulties with cultural
differences, supplies, and
transportation  in very isolated
regions. But they also tell of his
incredible determination to
build schools to help the people
of the remote areas, especially
girls. In the process of helping
the children and previously
ignored regions of Pakistan, he
has become an expert on the area and with his warm, affable
style and a genuine respect for all people, he has achieved what
many military leaders would love to have achieved.

Greg’s mantra for his work is an old African proverb ‘If you
educate a boy, you educate an individual. If you educate a girl,
you educate a community.’ His life work has become to educate
girls of regions that previously considered girls only good for
nurturing and working for the family. 

He has currently built 130 schools under the auspices of his
organization called the Central Asia Institute (CIA). His fame in
Central Asia has led to his being approached by tribal leaders from
remote parts of Afghanistan to build schools for their children. 

In Year 2000 under the Taliban regime, Afghanistan, with a
population similar to Canada’s, was educating 800,000 boys. In
2010, with Mortensen’s help and input from the rest of the
world, 8.4 million children are being educated and 2.5 million
of those are girls. This is a huge leap forward and one that will
hopefully be sustained. In Pakistan there are 110 million
children without access to schools and of those 78 million are
girls. The literacy rate for girls is 3 to 5%.

Greg’s efforts have been recognized by the Pakistan
government and he has helped the isolated areas that the
government was not reaching. He believes that the more remote
areas should get the help of CAI as they are unlikely to be
noticed by their own governments.

Greg is a gentle friendly giant of a man, who looked like he
would be more comfortable in the wilds of Pakistan wearing his
Pakistani clothes. 

He impressed those who were lucky enough to attend his
evening by starting with a book signing for the children in the
audience. His manner with the children was such that you could
see he was relating to all of them. They were so proud to meet
him and I am sure that many were inspired to do good works
and set new goals for themselves. 

Mortenson is a class act. His attitude as he talks passionately
about his favourite subject is humble and he projects an air of
almost disbelief that his life has turned out the way it has. 

He told of his meetings with tribal chiefs and of course the
necessity of imbibing in the many cups of tea. It seems that
three cups of tea with one person makes you a friend for life.
Hence the title for his first book.

He also told of heartening news from the United States. He
says that the American military ‘really get it’ and today Three
Cups of Tea is required reading for all military recruits. The
Joint Chiefs of Staff feel that book the imparts the lessons that
all the young recruits going overseas need to understand: 1.
Listen 2. Respect 3. Build Relationships. 

The American Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral
Mike Mullen, approached Greg and asked to go to Afghanistan
with him, as he had also been impressed by what he had read.
Greg said that it was okay with him, but he would have to
consult with the tribal leaders and see if they also agreed to a
visit from such a high-ranking military official. (Another lesson
to be learned here, respect and communication.) They agreed
and Admiral Mullen went and opened one of Greg’s schools in
Afghanistan. 

Greg has had a close relationship with General Rick Hillier
Chief of Defence Staff assigned to the Canadian mission in
Afghanistan in 2004 and will confer with our new Chief of

Defence Staff, Walter Natynczyk
at the military’s request.

Greg is most impressed with
the attitude of the Canadians in
Afghanistan and wishes that all
troops and leaders could emulate
them. He feels that the original
intention of our troops as
peacekeepers is commendable
and our continued attempts to
help the Afghan people are what is
needed. 

One of his main concerns is that the tribal chiefs in these
areas should be consulted before major decisions regarding
their countries are made.

For those of you like myself, who had read Three Cups of Tea
and were concerned that the Taliban had reversed much of
Greg’s work with the recent destruction of 2,000 schools for
girls, it seems that very few of CAI’s schools have suffered. 

The employment of local people is a key to all the progress.
Greg credits the CAI’s method, of training teachers from villages
and giving construction components for villagers to build the
schools themselves, with protecting the schools. The people of
these villages want schools and education for both boys and girls. 

It is inspiring to understand the influence of just one man, a
mountain climber from Montana. His influence on policies and
the lives of neglected peoples of Central Asia will live on long
after him. In the words of  Martin Luther King: ‘Even if the
world ends tomorrow I will plant my seed today.’

Both of Greg’s books are an interesting and inspiring read.
Greg relates a telling anecdote. It seems that the people at
Penguin Books wanted the subtitle of Three Cups of Tea to read,
‘One man’s mission to fight terrorism, one school at a time’ Greg
disagreed, saying that if the hardcover book didn’t sell well with
this subtitle, then it should be as he wanted on the paperback
version: ‘One man’s mission to promote peace one school at a
time.’ You’ll see which was the most popular version at your
local bookstore. The paperback has been at the top of the

The Salt Spring Island Local Trust Committee
and the Agriculture Alliance have initiated a
program to better understand how much food
is grown for human consumption by market
garden farmers on the island. The study results
will help the community identify how locally-
produced food reduces greenhouse gas
emissions when compared to importing food
to the Island.

The project is part of a larger program to
develop a community energy and greenhouse
gas emission inventory which will, in turn, be
used as a baseline to monitor reductions in Salt
Spring Island’s greenhouse gas emissions. It
will be used as part of a broader Islands Trust
food security project.

Agriculture Alliance volunteers will conduct
a telephone survey among the market garden
farming community in February. The survey
focusses on gathering information about
methods used by market garden farmers and
include questions about the area of land in
production, the source of inputs used in
production, the use of mechanization and
delivery methods. It will repeat questions from
a 2005 survey, to allow for data comparison,
and includes some new questions. (The
original survey is available at: ‘Plan To Farm,’
www.plantofarm.org/Background.php). 

The study will also gather general
information on the volume of vegetables

produced in typical backyard gardens on Salt
Spring Island through interviews with a
sample of home-gardeners. The results of the
domestic produce review will be assessed as to
its likely significance for overall food
production and consumption on Salt Spring
Island.

‘The Salt Spring Island Official Community
Plan states as part of the community vision
that: Our need to protect the land must also
ensure its agricultural future, not only because
agriculture is a traditional way of island life,
but also because in a changing world it is
imperative that we enhance the security of our
supply of food,’ noted Sheila Malcolmson,
Chair of the SSI Local Trust Committee.

‘The Local Trust Committee is committed
to the support of local food production and
improving our food security,’ said local trustee
George Ehring. ‘We know that local food can
be a significant factor in reducing food
transportation costs and greenhouse gas
emissions—and besides that, it’s healthier and
good for our local economy,’ he said.

Detailed information on greenhouse gas
reduction is available at a new section of the
Islands Trust website at
www.islandstrust.bc.ca/climatechange.
Subscribers to ‘Climate Change News’ can
receive e-mail alerts of significant project
updates. 0

Book Review  ~ Pené Hollingworth

The Importance of Three Cups of Tea

THREE CUPS OF TEA, please turn to page 10

Food growing survey in February

BAHARAK COMMUNITY SCHOOL, AFHANISTAN
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Rainwater, Wastewater & Potable Water
 

TANKS & LIQUID HANDLING 

Wholesale distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years 
DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 

LOW PROFILE SEPTIC & CISTERN 
TANKS and PRE-PACKAGED 

 SEWAGE TREATMENT 
 SYSTEMS

POTABLE 
WATER 
TANKS 

RAINWATER  
HARVESTING 

TANKS  & 
SYSTEMS 

 

“If It Flows - We Go With It !”

TM

1-800-665- 4499

Visit our
regular

advertisers’
websites at

www.islandtides.com

Making BC’s roads safer 
was an easy call.
An overwhelming majority of British Columbians support restricting cellphone 
use by drivers.

Beginning January 1, talking, typing, texting or dialing on a handheld 
cellphone or any handheld portable electronic device while driving is against 
the law. The fi ne is $167. Texting or emailing while driving gets you an extra 
3 penalty points. For new drivers, there will be a full ban on all cellphone and 
electronic devices including hands-free. This will help keep them focused 
and make the roads safer for everyone.

To learn more visit DriveCellSafe.ca

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND
Take notice that Vari Ghai

and Neera Ghai of Galiano
Island, BC intend to make
application to the Integrated
Land Management Bureau
(ILMB), Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands, Coast Region office
for a Specific Permission for
Private Residential Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Porlier Pass, Galiano Island,
BC.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is # 1413822. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed
to the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
#142-2080 Labieux Road,
Nanaimo, B.C V9T 6J9, or
emailed to: 
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until
February 26, 2010. ILMB may
not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for more
information.

Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office.

Hope prevails for the Good Life on Salt Spring Island.
Rife with all the riches of the Gulf Coast’s southernmost
islands—timber, fish, climate, scenery, bounteous sea

and soil—the arts also flourish on the isle. Music performances
abound; skilled musicians both resident and on tour-treks are
woven into the social fabric of its vibrant community. 

Islanders may seek some relief in travelling elsewhere to
relieve their good life from sameness, but Salt Spring owes no
apologies  for being hospitable to the lively arts.

Recently, a very fine flower has blossomed there after years
of coalescence of some veteran musicians. A little jazz/swing
band has been produced to defy the increasing dearth of such
live music everywhere.

In 2007, Salt Spring’s ‘Swing Shift’ dance orchestra played
for a social event at Saturna’s Community Hall. While chatting
after the performance, an idea was discussed—musical director,
and sax player Monik Nordine and John Moore tenor sax lead
included. 

The notion was that perhaps the Swing Shift orchestra could
add to its considerable entertainment value by forming a small
jazz band from within its ranks, to play more ‘improvised’
classic jazz standards; Some band members chattered about it,
and then boarded a watertaxi to go home to lesser things.

More than two years later, John Moore announced that he
had formed a jazz quintet called ‘Quintessential’ from within the
bigger band, added a jazzy vocaliste and would be holding forth
in Nanaimo, to fill out an Afro-American Day celebration. The
little band could, and did, save that day with its tasty reprise of
swing standards from the golden age of jazz and songwriting in
America.  

After a little speculation, ‘Quintessential’ and three ace guest
artist from Victoria and Vancouver were engaged for Saturna’s
12th Annual Labor Day Weekend Jazz Dance. Dancers and
listeners were delighted. The ‘little band that maybe ‘could’  had
very good musical things to say!

While a new kid on a crowded block, it had overcome
indifference, economic privation, and the competition of
commercial music which knows no emotion but greed, by
player training, practice, rehearsal, performances and
persistence!

In 2010, one hears that Quintessential, its vocaliste and
occasional ‘sit in’ players have found a fairly regular gig on jazz
nights at Moby’s Oyster and Seafood Bar, and has other work to
boot.

It has improved at every gavotte,  and after a spring break in
February, will be heard at Moby’s on March 28. It will also be
featured at the RCAF Veteran’s  anniversary dance on April 1. It
is a mini-triumph of live jazz in an oasis where the surrounding
desert resounds with  over-amplified sound effects. America’s
only home grown art form is well served.

Quintessential fun is now paralleled by the joys of Salt
Spring’s new local radio station CFSI 107.9 FM. Its 2-4pm
Friday afternoon slot is ‘Just Jazz’ hosted by John Moore and
guests.

In one such session, last December, I presented a brief
overview of the joint and separate careers of 1920’s–1990s jazz
star Jimmy McPartland, of Chicago and New York, and British-
orgin Marian McPartland. Jazz pianist Marian married Jimmy
in Germany in 1945, subsequently divorced him but remained
his friend, and remarried him in 1991, weeks before his passing. 

Marian, writes, composes and plays wonderful phrases and
chords to this day—live and on her National Public Radio show
‘Piano Jazz’.

Marian has been granted many big awards  and appeared on
the January 1 Queen’s List as a recipient of the Order of the
British Empire. She’ll be at Jazz Alley in Seattle again this year—
to a full house and not far away!

Last December ‘Just Jazz’ tribute presented one man’s
choice from the hundreds of recordings the two musicians had
made and, with accompanying blather, seemed well received. 

So here we are—and  we can now tune in to Just Jazz, or to
Marian’s Piano Jazz, or to a Swing Shift performance for jazz
music at its best. 

And it shouldn’t surprise us that a new local band like
Quintessential could do such fine things. There seem to be as
many bad things as good ones on this planet these days—so let’s
tip a sun-visor or rainhat to a rarity of pleasure. Live music is
still much with us—and that little band showed it by changing
‘could’ to ‘did’! 0

The Little Band That Could ~ Paul S White



on January 28 to present a $50,000 cheque to match
community donations.

‘We have been overwhelmed by the community’s generosity
and humbled by the opportunity to respond in a time of need,’
said Rod Dewar, Island Savings President and CEO. ‘I am
pleased to present a cheque for $50,000 to match community
donations to the flood relief fund on behalf of Island Savings.’

Nearly 300 people and organizations from across the Island
and as far away as Manitoba donated a total of approximately
$73,504. With Island Savings’ contribution, a total of
$123,504.98 will be distributed to affected residents. Just days
before Christmas the Recovery Committee distributed $78,000
of donated funds. The remaining funds were given out by the
end of January.

Members of the community can still make donations to the
fund at Island Savings branches. The money will be directed to
the Salvation Army and Red Cross who will distribute the funds
to affected families.

VIHA Thanks
A famous African proverb states that ‘it takes a village to raise a
child’. Within the Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA), it
takes extraordinary community support to arrange 320 public
mass immunization clinics for H1N1 in a nine-week period.

VIHA’s largest mass immunization campaign in its history
involved the beyond-the-call-of-duty assistance of VIHA staff
and volunteers as well as the support of community facilities,

agencies and corporate supporters. 
Community support ranged from donated and subsidized

clinic venues, donated supplies, food and drinks for clinic staff
and volunteers, advertising and promotion. The clinics involved
approximately 3,000 immunizer (nursing) hours and 3,000
non-immunizer (volunteer, administrative support, traffic flow)
hours.

Since the vaccine campaign began, over 120,000 doses of
vaccine have been distributed through public health clinics and
over 180,000 doses through other sources such as physician
offices, pharmacists and aboriginal health agencies. In total,
over 300,000 doses of H1N1 vaccine have been provided to
Vancouver Island Health Authority residents. That’s just under
30% of the population in VIHA’s jurisdiction; about 20% of the
population has contracted the virus. Ideally, 70% of the
population should be resistant to the virus either through
vaccination or having had the disease. 

The H1N1 vaccine and the regular, seasonal influenza
vaccine is still available through physician offices, Public Health
Units and some pharmacies.

Gabriola Beauty
The Islands Trust is finalizing a Commuity Profile for Gabriola
Island and entering into the Official Community Plan Review.
The Trust is seeking photos of Gabriola flora and fauna to be
used in long-range planning documents. 

Submit photos to pmaloney@islandstrust.bc.ca in a pdf or

jpeg format via email, or deliver a disk to the 700 North Road
office. Be sure to include your name and the date the
photograph was taken.

Galiano Literary Festival
Whether you are a resident of the Lower Mainland looking to
escape the security check-points of the Olympics Games or a
resident of the Gulf Islands looking for a good read, the first
annual Galiano Literary Festival, February 19 through 21, is the
place to be. Over 25 writers of ficton and non-fiction from the
Gulf Islands and across BC, will gather for workshops and
panels. Topics include how to develop a writing style, how to get
published, and the future of the printed page in the e-book age.
The Galiano Inn provides a relaxed and cozy setting for this
weekend. See ‘What’s On?’ listing on page 5 for more info.

Living The Good Life Book
There is much visionary work being done on the Islands to find,
create and implement solutions to climate change and live a
‘good life’ at the same time. One project, lead by Jen Gobby of
Lasqueti Island, aims to compile a book of all the innovative and
traditional solutions, great and small, that are taking place on
the Islands.  

The book project is in collaboration with Mayne Island’s
ISUNI group, who originated the idea, and have been
publishing sections as they are created as articles in Island Tides

RTI from page 3

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

RTI, please turn to next page
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Capital Regional District

Effective 14 January 2010, the tipping fee for septic tank 
waste and sewage sludge deposited at the CRD Burgoyne 
Road facility is $0.38 per imperial gallon. This change is 
required in order to recover the full cost of operation of the 
facility.

Notice of
Salt Spring Island Liquid Waste 
Disposal Local Service

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND
Take notice that Robert

David Cooke and Janet
Elizabeth Taylor of Razor
Point, North Pender Island, BC
intend to make application to
the Integrated Land
Management Bureau (ILMB),
Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands, Coast Region office for a
Specific Permission for Private
Residential Moorage situated on
Provincial Crown Land located
in the vicinity of Razor Point,
Browning Harbour, North
Pender Island.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is #1413823. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed
to the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
#142-2080 Labieux Road,
Nanaimo, B.C V9T 6J9, or
emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until March 10,
j22010 ILMB may not be able to
consider comments received after
this date. Please visit our website
at http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for more
information.

Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office.

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

With the current shut down of Parliament, the
cry of ‘accountability’ is once again abroad in
the land. This time it is directed at arguably the

most unaccountable prime minister in Canadian history. 
Six years ago, that untried Conservative Party leader led a

fledgling party (created by the merger of Progressive
Conservatives and Alliance party) into an election. In that 2004
election campaign a tenuous minority government went to the
Liberal Party. 

But within 18 months, that same Conservative leader took
his party to government with a well-focused, disciplined
campaign with one core message: ‘demand accountability.’
Stephen Harper’s election in 2006 owed much to the surfacing
of the Liberal sponsorship scandal. 

Ironically, Liberal Prime Minister Paul Martin’s reaction to
the sponsorship scandal—anger at former Liberal Prime
Minister Jean Chretien on whose watch it had taken place—
contributed to his defeat. Had he shrugged the scandal off he
might have survived the election. But Martin was so outraged at
the discovery that hundreds of thousands of dollars had been
diverted to Liberal ad agencies and kick-back schemes under
Jean Chretien that he established an investigation headed by

John Gomery, focusing the nation’s attention.  

Accountablity Since 2006
Those who had hoped for real accountability—reduced access to
lobbyists and a real commitment to meet electoral promises—
have been gravely disillusioned. 

The Federal Accountability Act was passed in Parliament,
but omitted about 30 key measures that had been in the Prime
Minister Harper’s 2006 campaign pledge. In fact, the bill, once
passed, actually removed the ‘duty to act honestly’ which had
previously been in place for senior bureaucrats and Cabinet
members.  

Accountability has been since been ducked by ignoring bills
passed by Parliament which the government never wanted (the
bill to demand climate action) or which the government initially
wanted and then found to be inconvenient (the fixed election
date law).

Why Prorogation Again?
The most recent prorogation of Parliament has been linked by
many to the government’s wish to shut down the hearings into
allegations of torture of Afghan detainees. 

Richard Colvin, that singularly decent federal civil servant,

appeared on a subpoena to the committee. As a trusted and
high-ranking member of Canada’s foreign service in
Washington, he hardly fits the ‘whistle-blower’ profile. He told
the Parliamentary committee that those handed over by
Canadian military to Afghan authorities were not necessarily
combatants. They were taxi drivers, farmers, men at the wrong
place at the wrong time. He testified it was a virtual certainty
they would be tortured and that he passed this information to
Ottawa. Last week his lawyer accused the government of
seeking reprisals by refusing to pay his legal bills. 

The full truth is even stranger and more Machiavellian. It
turns out that when Colvin was first subpoenaed, a Justice
Department lawyer offered to be his counsel. Knowing that his
personal legal interests and those of the government might
diverge, he immediately refused the offer.  

Subsequently, justice lawyers claimed that, since he was
once a client, all communications with Colvin going back to
when he sent emails warning of torture were ‘privileged.’ So the
production of the documents to prove Colvin was telling the
truth is being blocked by the bogus claim that it would violate
his solicitor-client privilege. 

military advice as a water ‘expert.’ It felt a little
strange (and kind of good) to be called an
expert. They were very polite and interested in
what Clean Water for Haiti has been doing.
They consider water to be a very high priority
for the military and they don’t intend to fly in
bottled water long-term. 

Most likely, within the next few weeks they
will set up water stations around the city where
the 1,000,000+ homeless (yes, 6 zeroes) can
find drinking water. Once that project is set up,
there won’t be much of an immediate need for

biosand filters and we’ll have to rethink what
we are doing again. 6-12+ months after that,
when the water distribution points will be
removed again, there will again be a demand
for the filters so we’re going to have to watch
how the situation changes.

In the last update I shared some specific
needs for vehicles—the new delivery truck and
a passenger vehicle to replace the Toyota van
that still hasn’t been fixed. A week ago our blue
Daihatsu broke down, and it isn’t a simple fix

CLEAN WATER from page 1

CLEAN WATER, please turn to page 10

Talking About Ottawa:  Fiscal Accountability ~ Elizabeth May

FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY, please turn to next  page



newspaper. Brian Crumblehulmes’s gardening and cooking are
an example. In this edition, see Soaking Up Sun, page 3.

Focussing on solutions specific to the bio-region of the Salish
Sea and to Islands’ life, project organizers are seeking
contributions on: local food growing and wild-crafting; green
and natural building; transportation; energy systems; eco-
forestry; waste mangement; water conservation, collection,
storage and filtration; local economy; community building and
organizing; permaculture; and anything else yu can think of. 

There will be a chapter for each topic and each chapter will
feature an eclectic collection of project profiles, interviews,
essays, how-to information, photos and illustrations. The book
will also include a comprehensive resource list of local groups,
people and businesses doing related work on each island.

The Living The Good Life book (working title) will give
answers to such questions as: How do you grow food on rock
and moss? How do you design a house for passive solar heating
when it’s cloudy all winter? Where and when are wild foods
available here and how can they be harvested in a sustainable
fashion? How can we benefit from the winter’s abundant rain
during a summer drought?

As well as submissions from community groups organizing
solutions, Gobby hopes to hear from folks living sequestered
deep in the forests or on working farms living their solutions.

If you have any activity that you would like to tell us about,
don’t be shy. Write a submission (short or long), be interviewed,
or send a photo. Submit something new or something old,
humour is encouraged, but do it soon as Gobby wants to have it
all together by April. Anything goes—give it whirl!

‘Don’t worry if you are not a writer,’ encourages Gobby,
‘Editing will be provided.’

Contact Jen at jengobby@hotmail.com, or 250-240-0914,
Brian Crumblehulme 250-539-3027, or Island Tides 250-629-
3660. 

Galiano Conservancy Hike ~ Cheryl Bastedo
It was a very rainy New Year’s Day day but 16 brave souls
ventured out and met at the end of McCoskrie Road in the
afternoon. The plan was to hike as much of the Pebble Beach
Reserve as we had energy for and the weather permitted.

We were rewarded by an easing up of the rain and even some
sun which seemed to magically appear while visiting the Great
Beaver Swamp, lighting its misty glory. Emily Carr’s name was
mentioned—it was like being in one of her paintings. We were
amazed at how busy the beavers have been and the size of some
of the stumps they have chewed through.

We were so encouraged by Mother Nature’s cooperation that
we continued down to Pebble Beach and followed the trail just
inland from the shore that goes across to Cable Bay. Halfway to
Cable Bay we were rewarded with the sight of a huge raft of
Buffleheads and Goldeneyes.

As we started up the trail from Cable Bay to McCoskrie Road
the stragglers’ attention was caught by Diana Lilly who had
spotted one of those military canisters on the beach.  It was duly
noted and the spot marked for reporting to the RCMP. (Ken
Millard did this and went back the next day to show the Navy
where it was and they exploded it. It’s amazing how many of
these thing wash up on our shores.)

Unbelievably, after three glorious hours, the heavy rain
returned just as we got back to our cars! 

The Pebble Beach Reserve includes the Great Beaver
Swamp, District Lot 63, and Laughlin Lake all of which are

owned and protected by the Galiano Conservancy. District Lot
63 which was a previously clearcut tree plantation is the site of
the Conservancy’s first Ecological Forest Restoration Project.

Filberg Festival Applications
This year, the 28th Annual Filberg Festival runs from July 30
through August 2 at the Filberg Heritage Lodge and Park in
Comox. But now is the time for the markers of fine art and craft
or food vendors to apply for participation. 

The 4-day outdoor Filberg Festival hosts over 22,000
visitors, and features more than 120 Canadian artisans, great
food and lively entertainment throughout the BC Day long
weekend; an excellent opportunity for artists and makers of fine
craft to share their work with thousands of interested
customers.

The Filberg Festival is also the major fundraiser for the
support, repair, and maintenance of the Filberg Park, loved and
enjoyed throughout the year. 

The Filberg Festival uses up to twelve jurors to evaluate the
many talented and creative people who would like to take part
each year. Each juror is an expert in their field, either a a teacher
or a working professional in their medium. 

For many years, the Craft Council of BC has found the craft
jurors, many of who have previous experience as jurors for other
exhibitions or competitions. Food concessions are also reviewed
each year. 

Reduced booth fees for student artisans support the
rejuvenation of Canadian craftmaking as a profession. Invited
artisans are also encouraged to feature the work of an
apprentice or protégé at their booth. 

The festival’s goal is to have a professional craftsperson from
each province and territory. Travel bursaries are available for
artisans traveling from the Territories, and Eastern Canada. Go
to www.filbergfestival.com for more information and
registration forms. Deadlines for application are the third week
in February. 0

RTI from page 8

Still Using Taxpayer Money To
Promote Political Parties

Let’s return to the kind of scandal where government misspends
taxpayers’ dollars to boost their electoral fortunes. This is an
area where Stephen Harper’s tactics make the Sponsorship
Scandal look like a Sunday school picnic.  

The abuse of MP householders, mailings paid for by the
taxpayer, is being used to bombard voters with partisan
propaganda. Giving up at getting some veto over the
Conservative use of these fliers, the federal Liberals are now
doing it too. 

Millions upon millions of federal dollars were also spent last
fall to urge voters not to allow the government’s stimulus
programme to be slowed—as if an election would do that. There
has been zero accountability of the amount of money spent on
advertizing. 

The level at which accountability is currently being evaded
would shock traditional conservatives. Demands to know the
amount of money being spent to advertize the wonders of the
stimulus programme fall on deaf ears. Martha Hall-Findley,
Liberal MP, charged that the spending to orchestrate the last
stimulus package update in September was one million dollars
for one day alone. No government member rejected the claim. 

Stimulus Creating Structural Deficit
Last week I met with Kevin Page, the Parliamentary Budget
Officer. He has, quite rightly, pointed out that Canada faces a
serious structural deficit. The Harper government denies it
despite the fact that it is undeniable.

Nonetheless, the government stimulus package is being
rolled out without any mechanism to trace if money is being
spent on its intended goals. 

Meanwhile, in the US, President Obama created web sites
for the citizenry to trace every single project. When asked how
Canada was tracing the flow of the billions, Transport Minister
John Baird rejected calls for accountability. Incredibly, he
stated that it was not the role of ‘big government’ to trace how
the money was spent.  How can it not be the role of government
to make sure taxpayers’ dollars are spent appropriately? Yet,
relying on message over sense, he demonized the call for
government accountability as ‘big government’ intrusiveness. 

This is something of the tip of the iceberg. No doubt there
have been other politicians whose actions in office would have
earned their contempt when they were in Opposition. But
Stephen Harper’s cynical rejection of accountability has taken
such hypocrisy to new heights.   

Elizabeth E May, Order of Canada, is the leader of the Green
Party of Canada and candidate in Saanich Gulf Islands. 0
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 From 
 $ 107  CAD

 sgl/dbl

 Offer includes:  All Suite-All Comfort Rooms
 Complimentary Continental Breakfast  •  Complimentary Parking

 Offer valid March 01, 2010 through June 30, 2010 * , subject to availability.
 * Applicable taxes extra, not valid with other offers.

 www.tsawwasseninn.com  1.800.663.1144
 CALL N OW FOR THIS GREAT OFFER! CALL N

 GOOD NEIGHBOUR ENJOY
 OUR

 SPECIAL
 RATE

 Exclusive to Residents of Vancouver Island & Gulf Islands

Persons with hands-on experience and skills are invited to 
submit a resume for this contract term opportunity.

An exciting and challenging term opportunity exists for a 
Transportation Manager for Salt Spring Island.  Reporting to 
the Capital Regional District’s General Manager of Planning 
and Protective Services, and under the guidance of the Salt 
Spring Island Transportation Commission and the Electoral 
Area Director, the Manager of Transportation Operations 
provides leadership and support in the development, 
administration and delivery of transit and transportation 
services.  This role is responsible for establishing Commission 
operating programs, objectives, procedures and priorities 
though long range strategic planning, and for leading and 
meeting the objectives and priorities as initiated through the 
CRD and its Commission.  This position requires an emphasis 
on leadership, customer service and establishing and 
maintaining strong and positive relationships with the 
community and government agencies at all levels.  This is a 
part time contract opportunity, an effort of approximately 3 
days per week on average.

Preferred applicants will have: recognized technical training in 
transportation operations or equivalent; business, 
communications, contract management and 
intergovernmental liaison experience; and a proven track 
record of business administration.  Exceptional customer 
service, interpersonal, organizational, computer and business 
liaison skills are required.  Given the nature of the contract 
opportunity, you must be located on Salt Spring Island.

Applications (resume and covering letter) quoting 
Opportunity # “2010/03-SSI” are being accepted by the 
Capital Regional District, and may be submitted to Robert 
Lapham, General Manager, Capital Regional District, c/o CRD 
Human Resources, PO Box 1000, 625 Fisgard Street, Victoria, 
BC., V8W 2S6; or by fax at 1.250.360.3076; or by email at 
hr@crd.bc.ca.  Applications must be submitted by 4 pm 
February 15, 2010.   

Salt Spring Island 
Transportation Operations Manager

For more detailed information on this exciting opportunity
please visit our website at www.crd.bc.ca/saltspring/transit.htm   

Capital Regional District

uniting Islands—big and small. It costs a
lot to keep a regional newspaper going! 
Voluntary Subscriptions help

keep all this great news coming!
Did something in this edition:

• inform you?

• pique your interest?

• amuse you?

• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?

• make a good you contact for you?

• find you an opportunity?

• inspire you to take action?

• make a conversation topic?

• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island

mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free
boxes located across the Strait of Georgia and from

Victoria to Campbell River or, if you read online, you
can show your support and appreciation by mailing a

voluntary subscription of 
($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you 

who have given subscriptions. Keep those lovely letters
coming, too. We paste them all in our scrapbooks! 

On January 26, British Columbia Civil Liberties Association
(the ‘BCCLA’), Canada’s oldest and foremost civil liberties
group, condemned violence as a protest tactic following an
incident where a People For The Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) protester pushed a cream-pie squarely into the face of
the federal fisheries’ Minister Gail Shea. Minister Shea was
attending the Canadian Centre for Inland Waters in Burlington,
Ontario to deliver a speech and listen to others concerning the
opening of an Aquatic Life Research Facility.

BCCLA President Robert Holmes said: ‘When someone
interferes with the personal security of another, they cross a
very important line. They end their engagement with lawful
expression when they begin an unlawful assault. Citizens in a
democracy are responsible for ensuring that laws exist to
protect personal security. That applies to all of us, including
elected officials. Persons who violate the law should not expect

their actions to be laughed off. They attack fundamental
freedoms and Canadians regard that as a very serious matter.’

‘The BCCLA regularly stands up for the rights of persons
who engage in lawful protest and dissent. It supports legal
challenges where freedom of expression is unconstitutionally
infringed or denied by unconstitutional government action or
laws.  But the BCCLA does not support or encourage physical
violence, whether done in a misguided effort to gain attention or
otherwise,’ he said. 

‘All reasonable Canadians condemn this attack and other
forms of violence that misguided persons engage in so as to
make their point. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms puts the
guarantee of freedom best,’ continued Holmes. ‘Everyone has
‘freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression’ and ‘the
right to life, liberty and security of the person.’ 0

CCLA condemns violence as protest tactic



For the last week and half the weather
has been gorgeous—soft and warm.
Nights are still long and the heat from

the woodstove feels divine and luxurious in the
evening. Filling in empty, new calendars with
birthday dates of family and friends and

wondering what will fill up those white squares

through 2010, planned and unplanned, is a

pleasant task.

Starring in our garden are big white

snowdrops blooming like crazy. In January,

most of the Garden Centres are closed and

their signs say ‘See you in February!’ However
on January 25, Robbie Burns Day, I was in
town and decided to stop by a gardening
shop—the place was crowded!  Apparently, I
wasn’t the only one who had thought, ‘Hey,
what about planting some chervil outside in
the garden and some cilantro in the
greenhouse?’   

Birth & Recyling
Jacques Campbell said she didn’t expected
such a run of good weather this early. Jacques,
the dogs and the two Woofers have fetched the
sheep in from the far reaches of the farm into
the lambing yards. The stalls, pens, feed racks
and watering systems are ready and the ewes
inoculated with selenium in preparation for the
busy lambing season.  

In the new year, people have an urge to re-
evaluate what they are keeping around them,
clothes, books, tools, and adornments. This is a
great time to express gratitude to our Recycling
Centers for the great services they provide us
year round in allowing us to redistribute our
stuff. 

Fire Protection
The Saturna Island Fire Protection Society
Directors and Membership, voted to borrow
$500,000 from the Toronto Dominion Bank to

provide long-term construction financing for
the two new firehall/ emergency services
buildings to be owned by the society. The main
one will be on the Rec Cente property and the
other one on a lot at East Point. They have
decided on a building contractor, Permasteel,
and plan to have the buildings to lock up in
June.

Dynamic Governanace
A new group has started up on Saturna, the
Saturna Health and Wellness Advocacy Group.
About 13 people, interested in the physical and
emotional wellbeing of the Island, got together
at Karen and Nancy Gerber’s.  As introductions
began, it was clear what was an amazing array
of experience and expertise was present. The
discussion was lively and focused on concerns
facing the Island in terms of cutbacks of
services and also in terms of how to make good
services better and more tailored to our needs.   

An inspired idea has already come forth to
foster good effective means of communication
in their meetings. In February, a presenter will
give a workshop on Dynamic Governance in
the morning and then the group will meet
using and refining the principles learned in the
morning. Contact Karen or Nancy if you are
interested in attending. 0
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LE CONSEIL SCOLAIRE FRANCOPHONE DE LA COLOMBIE-BRITANNIQUE (SD No 93) 
180-10200 Shellbridge Way, Richmond, (C.-B.) V6X 2W7  |  (604) 214-2600  or/ou 1-888-715-2200  |  info@csf.bc.ca

VOUS CHERCHEZ UNE 
ÉCOLE FRANCOPHONE ?

LOOKING FOR A 
FRENCH PUBLIC SCHOOL?

AFFIRMEZ VOTRE FIERTÉ FRANCOPHONE : 
INSCRIVEZ VOTRE ENFANT DANS UNE ÉCOLE DU CSF !

The Conseil scolaire francophone de 
la Colombie-Britannique (BC’s Francophone 
School District No. 93) is accepting 
registrations in its 38 public 
schools across BC.

Le Conseil scolaire francophone de la 
Colombie-Britannique (SD No 93) accepte 

les inscriptions dans l’ensemble de son 
réseau de 38 écoles publiques à 

l’étendue de la province.

WWW.CSF.BC.CA

FÉVRIER - FEBRUARYMERCREDI - WEDNESDAY 10

FÉVRIER - FEBRUARYMARDI - TUESDAY 9
PORTES OUVERTES  /  OPEN HOUSE

 CAMPBELL RIVER  École Mer et montagne 1681, chemin Evergreen 250-286-6464 M/K - 6 10h00 - 16h00
 NANAIMO  École Océane 1951, chemin Estevan 250-714-0761 M/K - 7 10h00 - 16h00

 COMOX VALLEY  École Au cœur de l’île 1290, chemin Guthrie 250-339-1848 M/K - 10 19h00
 PORT ALBERNI  École Des Grands Cèdres 4645, Helen Street 250-723-5614 M/K - 6 10h00 - 15h00
 POWELL RIVER  École Côte du Soleil 4368 avenue Michigan 604-485-8430 M/K - 9 17h00 - 19h00
 VICTORIA  École Victor-Brodeur 637 rue Head 250-220-6010 M/K - 12 9h00 - 12h00

For more information or to register your child in the Franco-
phone school in your area, please communicate with :

Pour obtenir plus d’information ou pour inscrire votre enfant 
dans l’école de votre localité, communiquez avec :
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Deadline for receipt of applications is 4:30pm March 3, 2010.  
Mail, fax or email your application to:  

Gulf Islands National Park Reserve
2220 Harbour Road
Sidney, BC   V8L 2P6

Email: gulf.islands@pc.gc.ca
Fax: 250-654-4014

Phone: toll free 1-866-944-1744 or 250-654-4000

Website: www.pc.gc.ca/gulf

Parks Canada invites applications from Canadian citizens interested in sitting as 
one of three public members on the Park Advisory Board to provide advice and 
guidance on:

national park reserve that are of interest to the surrounding communities 
and the public.

For a copy of the Terms of Reference contact Parks Canada at the address/website 
below.

Meetings are held at least 4 times per year (1/2 day duration) at the main park 
office (Sidney, BC). During the development of the park management plan, this is 
likely to increase to full-day meetings at least 6 times per year. Members will be 
required to attend stakeholder or public meetings with Parks Canada on occasion. 
Travel expenses are reimbursed as per Parks Canada policy.

Appointments will be for a 3-year term and are anticipated to begin in August 2010. 
Send us a 1-2 page summary of your qualifications that includes: your expertise in 
one or more of the following areas: conservation, marine-based recreation, land-
based recreation, education, tourism or cultural heritage and any special skills you 
have that would benefit the Board. In addition, note why you would like to serve on 
the Board and provide your contact information. 

Applications For Membership
Gulf Islands National Park Reserve 

Park Advisory Board

bestseller list in both the US and Canada for three years now. 
For those wishing to contribute to Greg’s effort to provide schools in Central Asia, visit

www.ikat.org. Greg also has a program that has been adopted by over 4,000 schools: Pennies for
Peace www.penniesforpeace.org. 0
Pené Hollingworth is an international tourguide extraordinaire.

THREE CUPS OF TEA from page 6

this time. We’ll try to get it going again, but it’s
no longer a reliable vehicle. One year ago, we
had four running vehicles, and right now we
have only one. One of my big concerns was that
all the trucks available at the dealership would
be sold before we had funds available. 

On the weekend while I was at the meeting
with the military, a car pulled up in front of our
driveway. Leslie went down to talk to them—
they were the cousins of our neighbor two
doors down and were waiting to meet a friend.
In the course of conversation Leslie found out
they knew the owner of the dealership. The
next day they made a phone call for us—the
dealership was open, had trucks in stock and
was expecting our call. We were able to transfer
money directly into their US account, so we
didn’t need to wait until the bank opened here.
We should be picking the truck up by the end
of the week!

We are constantly being contacted by

churches and individuals that are raising
money on behalf of Clean Water for Haiti.
We’re very grateful for the support. We love
knowing that CWH has a trusted reputation of
working effectively here. We are grateful that
people want to help us continue that work and
expand it. Many lives will be changed in the
midst of a horrible situation.

Many are asking how or where they can
donate. If you want to help with immediate
relief needs we would encourage you to donate
to the Red Cross or Doctors without Borders.
They are on the ground now and helping out
wherever possible. The medical needs are top
priority.

If you would also like to help support
rebuilding efforts in Haiti we would encourage
you to donate to Clean Water for Haiti. We are
here, we have many years of experience and we
can help families move forward. Find us at
www.cleanwaterforhaiti.org/. 0

CLEAN WATER from page 9

Poilievre stated  that the Prime Minister
needed to retain the power  to prorogue
Parliament (a ‘tool’) in order to block any effort
by the opposition to ‘reverse the result of an
election.’ 

However, the 2008 election had, of course,
resulted in a second Conservative minority
government, so asking the majority opposition
to form a government would be entirely
consistent with the results of that election. In
fact, Mr Poilievre’s use of this argument to
justify the 2009 prorogation carries with it the
implication that the government was recently
expecting a repeat of the 2008 situation.

But the PM cannot avoid all confidence
votes, particularly in a new post-prorogation
session, when a Speech from the Throne and a
Budget must be presented. And it would be
very difficult for the PM to request prorogation
in the middle of the Debate on the Speech or on
the Budget. So an alternative government or an
election are inevitable.

Stable Coalition Majority
Government

At the time of the 2008 prorogation, the PM
was successful in demonizing the opposition
parties’ efforts to form a credible coalition. But
in fact, given the number of apparently safe
seats held by the Bloc, it is mathematically
difficult for any of the other three parties to
form a majority government. 

Whether or not an election takes place, the
alternatives remain either a Conservative or
Liberal minority government, or a Liberal/
NDP coalition (any other combinations seem
extremely unlikely). 

In fact, a coalition may be the only way to
create a stable government. Many countries
have them, and they may be an antidote to the
sort of partisan deadlock that characterizes
two-party states, in countries which do not
have proportional representation.

The Senate Finagle
Having prorogued Parliament till March, the
Prime Minister is in a position to fill five vacant
positions in the Senate. He has indicated his
intention to appoint five individuals who will
not only support the government’s legislation
in Senate votes, but will also favour his point of
view on Senate reform.

Clearly, he sees the Senate as just another
chamber of partisan opinion. Just as
Conservative MP’s in the House of Commons
are constrained to express no opinions other
than the party line, so Prime Minister Harper
expects that his newly appointed senators will
do as they are told.

He also plans to revise the membership of
Senate committees to reflect that new
Conservative plurality in the upper house. This
would enable Conservatives to hamstring
Senate committees much as they do Commons
committees—a tactic that went so far as the
publication of instructions to Conservative MPs
on how to obstruct the work of the committees.

Both these moves distort the function of the
Senate—the chamber of ‘sober second
thought’—and insult its members, who are, or
should be, appointed for their wisdom,
eminence, and experience. 

Prime Minister Harper favours an elected
Senate, probably because he expects that the
partisan split in an elected Senate would
mirror that in the House of Commons. 

However, if the election of Senators were
carried out by some system of proportional
representation, this might not only break the
partisan deadlock, but would give voters an
opportunity to judge the aforementioned
wisdom, eminence, experience, and capability
of independent thought of individual
candidates.

Any such changes would clearly require a
constitutional amendment, requiring the not
only the assent of both Houses of Parliament,
but also at least seven provinces representing
at least 50% of the population. 0

PROROGATION from page 2

Saturna Notes~ Priscilla Ewbank
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AUTOMOTIVE HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

FREE!
Scrap Car,

Truck, Bus &
Equipment  
REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

MOVED
HOMES

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-606-2237

D. A. SMITHSON & SONS

Well Drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.comSTANDING SEAM

METAL ROOFING
FOR WATER

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

LA
NCE VAESENROOFING 

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

MARINE
WAHL MARINE LTD.

135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling

aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats

crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

FOR RENT
Oceanfront home for rent or
purchase, North Pender.  1.18 acre,
hot tub, electric gate. 2 suites.
Rent 5 bedrooms, 3 bath or 1-2
bedrooms, 1 bath. Furnished.
Excellent condition.  See
www.penderislandserenity.com
604-807-5999.

For rent.  Large one bedroom, wood
floors, woodstove, deck. Hope
Bay/Pt Wash area. $750 + util.
Pender 250 629-3964 

Rent
Quality Pre-Owned 

Cars & Minivans

www.gsaautorentals.com

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

terry@gsaautorentals.com

Book with the best!
Pick-Up  from 

Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal & 
Victoria Airport

Monthly from $625
Weekly from $205

Mention this ad  for discount

GSA Auto Rentals 

LEGAL AND ENGINEERING SURVEYS

R.L. JOHNS
LAND SURVEYING LTD.
• Site plans • Building layouts  
• Subdivisions • Repostings
• Surveyors certificates 
• Easements and Rights of Way

SERVING SAANICH PENINSULA

& THE GULF ISLANDS

Ron Johns, BCLS, CLS   
250-658-9515

cell: 250-882-9515
johns.rljohns@shawcable.com

Pottery kiln-L&L, 7cu ft. 3” firebrick,
2 ½ yrs. old, under warranty, fully
programmable, energy efficient,
hard ceramic element holders which
makes changing elements a breeze,
comes with set of brand new
elements. $1900. 250-629-6722 or
mgabriel@shaw.ca Pender Island

BlueAir 205C Hepasilent Air Purifier.
High-end, very quiet operation.
Helps with allergies, asthma, &
environmental sensitivities. Like
new. Includes replacement filter.
$375 250-931-7899,
redochre@shaw.ca

Tonneau cover fits 2007 to present
standard shortbox GMC pick-ups.
Can be delivered to Sidney. 250-539-
2256 Saturna Island

1979 Ford Econoline Camper 351
Windsor motor, fully camperized
Runs great but needs some carb
work. $1000 obo 250-538-2206
Pender Island

FOR SALE

Specializing in… 
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for

Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.

CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

Hot Tubs
Swimming Pools

Sales • Service • Parts
Insured • Licensed

holger@hermann.ca
250-538-8244
Serving Southern &

Northern Gulf Islands
www.gulfislandspas.com

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands). A
regular meeting of the Board of
School Trustees will be held at GISS
on Wednesday, February 10
commencing at 1pm. To view the
agenda for this meeting:
www.sd64.bc.ca/board_meetings.html
Public Welcome!  

Volunteer Cambodia; pay your own
airfare; room/board at orphanage
provided; Work to purchase/create
library, teach use, love. Your budget:
$5k. Term: 30-60 days. Contact:
lenisincambodia@gmail.com

OPPORTUNITY

1-800-818-0840
www.hi-rigger.com

email: hi-rigger@shaw.ca
•Utility Certified Arborist 

•ISA Certified Arborists •Tree Trimming
•Tree Removal •Clean-up •Emergency

Service •Hazard Tree Reports 
•Free Estimates

Hi-Rigger Tree Service Ltd.
“Serving the Pacific Northwest”

$20 OFF Tree Trimming
Not valid with any other offer

$30 OFF Tree Removal 
Not valid with any other offer

SA
T
U
RN

A OLIVE

C
O
N
SORTIUM•

Grow olive trees in BC!

S.O.C. is the only supplier
of olive tree varieties that 
will produce reliable fruit
crops on the south coast.

www.olivetrees.ca
250.539.3758

Your FREE WORD AD

Here! 250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com

Your FREE WORD AD

Here! 250-629-3660

islandtides@islandtides.com

Your 

FREE WORD AD
Here! 

250-629-3660
islandtides@islandtides.com

BC already has some of the strictest
environmental and water protection
standards in the world and many of them are
specific to green energy projects. Every step is
scrutinized and nothing is rubber-stamped. 

In fact, the process and regulations may be
too strict and hopefully the Green Energy Task
Force will be able to identify ways to
streamline  the process and get some much
needed green energy projects online in BC,
sooner rather than later.

Christopher Law, Coquitlam

Green Energy Regulations
Dear Editor:
There is a growing concern in BC that we are
going to start losing out on green energy
investment because of the cumbersome
redtape associated with green energy
projects. The number of regulatory hoops
that green energy projects have to jump
through in BC is daunting to say the least and
information about the subject is available on
our website at www.greenenergybc.ca.

Green energy projects in BC typically
require more than 50 approvals, permits and
licenses from 14 government regulatory
bodies before they can get underway. And
most projects never get past the preliminary
study phase and are abandoned, often after
millions of dollars have been spent on
detailed environmental studies, project
planning and site testing.

By the time a green energy project reaches
the full-blown public hearing stage under the
gaze of the province’s Environmental
Assessment Office (EAO), that project has
already undergone years of exhaustive study
and professional review. And only the most
promising and environmentally benign
projects ever reach the formal EAO stage of a
public review—the final stage in a long,
expensive and rigorous process.

It would be an unimaginable loss for the
people of BC and our economy if

bureaucratic overregulation and redtape
managed to stifle our province’s emerging
clean technology and green energy sectors.
We simply cannot allow this to happen. The
investment risk involved in getting renewable
green energy projects off the ground is
difficult enough without adding unnecessary
bureaucratic obstacles and burdens. 

BC needs green energy and we cannot
allow the economic and environmental
benefits of tapping into our province’s
enormous renewable energy potential to slip
through our fingers.

Bruce Sanderson, BC Citizens for Green
Energy

Health In Poor Countries
Dear Editor:
Our Prime Minister has just announced
that child and maternal care in the
developing world will be one of the
signature themes at this year’s G8.

This has been a long time coming. As
Mr Harper pointed out, clean water,
inoculations for common diseases, and
better maternal nutrition is inexpensive
and attainable. What is required is that G8
nations reaffirm and indeed increase
support for simple and affordable health
care for the world’s poorest citizens.

By taking a leadership position in
calling for better maternal and child health
at the G8, Canada is poised to repair some
of the damage inflicted on its international
reputation by our poor performance at
Copenhagen.

The government responded admirably
to the devastation in Haiti, and by putting
forward this crucial agenda at the G8,
Canada would once again be seen as a
global leader in assisting the world’s most
underprivileged citizens. Well done, Mr
Harper.

Nathaniel Poole, Victoria 0

LETTERS from page 5

In North America bicycles are generally
considered a sport or a children’s toy but in
many other countries they are a regular

means of conveyance for people and heavy
loads. As the sport bike design have evolved, so
has the  familiar road bike. 

On a crank-forward bike, for example, you
can sit in a comfortable, wide seat with both feet
on the ground. The crank is placed further
forward than normal and you bring your feet up
and forward to pedal. The stroke is similar to
‘standing on the pedals’ when pedaling up a
steep hill on a normal bike. The handle bars are
also positioned just above the knees so you can
pull with your arms as
you push against the
pedals. This results in a
very powerful stroke.
The lower sitting
position and feet on the
ground technology
make for a much safer
bike with excellent stop-
and-go characteristics which is very useful in the
city. Not having to throw your leg over the saddle
to start or leaning the bike over on to one leg
when stopped makes for a pleasant and safe ride.
These lower and slightly longer bikes make it
virtually impossible to go over the handlebars.
The best of this group have lower gear ratios and
are made of lightweight materials, and since
their introduction in 2003, they have become
very popular worldwide.

Bicycles can also be used to haul heavy loads.
Some frames with extensions at the back are rated
to carry over 500lbs while the bike itself weighs
under 30lbs. Hauling bikes come in a variety of
configurations, they can help move household
goods or carry a 45gallon barrel—filled!

Some bikes have three wheels at the front or
at the back. This enables children for example to
be carried up front where they can be seen.
Three-wheel bikes can make for an exciting ride.

The sporty ones are low to the ground and fun to
whip around corners and for the more
adventuresome they can be ridden on two
wheels like a racing catamaran. 

One of the latest bike invention is a leaning
trike. This machine consists of a wide seat and
crank-forward technology, but the entire front
end of the bike including the seat leans into turns
while the back two wheels remain firmly on the
ground. This way the bike seat can be at a
convenient hight and the back wheels narrow
without fear of tipping over. The back area
because it has two wheels can carry a hefty load.

Electric power has come to the bike world.
With the use of electric
motors and lightweight
batteries there is now a huge
range of electric bikes,
scooters and  trikes that are
available and even kits to
convert your old bike to
electric. Electric Assist will
make your pedaling far

easier for hill climbing or can be simply used to
increase your speed. 

There are gas-powered units available too,
but do you really want the noise, starting
problems and maintenance of a gas engine, not
to mention the pollution that these create?
Electric bikes let you enjoy the outdoors quietly
and are fun to ride. Steep Island hills, headwinds
and longer distances are no longer limiting
factors. And for vacation travel or people with
limited storage space there are folding bikes.

With a load of groceries a rider on a bicycle
can go three or four times faster than a
pedestrian on one fifth of the energy. Its a bit like
having twelve-foot legs. With these two or three
wheeled machine one can outstrip the efficiency
of not just motorized machines but four footed
animals as well.

This is the year to rethink about that old
friend, the bicycle, newly transformed. 0

New Look Bicycles,Worth A Second Glance
Louis Vallée

A CYCLIST’S
VIEW OF THE

FUTURE? 
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Independent Dental Hygiene in a relaxed setting
Registered Dental Hygienists offering:
• scaling • root planing • polishing 
• whitening • gum disease therapy
Celebrating 7 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

Upgrading to new and improved
hearing aids has never been easier.

Take advantage of our limited time trade
in offer and make an appointment today.
250-537-4446

$200
CREDIT WHEN YOU TRADE IN
YOUR CURRENT HEARING AIDS

RECEIVE Hear what you’ve been missing
and get the whole story.

Rebate valid on pairs of hearing aids only when trading in current aids between January 4 — February 12,2010.
Applies to private client orders and cannot be combined with any other offer or previous purchase. Some conditions apply. Registered under the Hearing Aid Act (BC).

Ganges: 241 Lower Ganges Road

Through submarines, cables, and instruments that crawl
on the sea floor, technology is enabling us to view under
the sea. Recent projects on the westcoast provide

information that will impact our environment from the
preservation of deep-sea coral to prediction of tsunamis.

Finding Coral
The Finding Coral Expedition is the first of its kind in BC. It is
an expedition specifically designed to study deep-water corals
and document threats to their wellbeing. Using one-person
submarines, a team of international scientists made 30 dives to
depths of over 500 meters and saw giant coral forests, darting
schools of fish, and a seafloor carpeted in brittle stars. This
research trip was the culmination of five years of work to secure
protection for these slow-growing and long-lived animals,
which provide critical habitat for fish and other marine
creatures that live in the deep corners of our ocean. 

The science team is analyzing hundreds of hours of dive
video to list all the species seen during the dives. It will also
assess species relationships in the coral ecosystems visited by
the expedition.

Living Oceans Society mounted the Finding Coral

Expedition as part of its efforts to get the Canadian Government
to protect BC’s deep sea corals from destructive fishing practices
such as bottom trawling. As with forests on land, deep-sea coral
forests provide important habitat for many creatures. High
definition video cameras on the subs recorded the dives,
capturing the splendour of the coral forests as well as the trawl-
door ruts observed at several dive sites. 

Living Oceans Society is now working with Google Earth to
ensure that it has the most up-to-date information about
seafloor terrain and footage of the Finding Coral Expedition. 

Data gathered during the expedition is being made available
to the government to help inform a new marine planning
process for the ocean realm adjacent to the Great Bear
Rainforest. This is an 88,000 square kilometre area that
extends from Campbell River to Prince Rupert to Haida Gwaii,
and has been named by DFO the ‘Pacific North Coast Integrated
Management Area’ ( PNCIMA pronounced ‘pin-SEE-ma’). 

Living Oceans Society states that protecting deep sea coral
forests and other important, fragile ecosystems must be part of
the PNCIMA process. And that the planning process should
provide an opportunity for First Nations, fishermen,
environmental groups, scientists, DFO and others to work
together to conserve the health of this spectacular region.   

Jennifer Lash, leader of the Finding Coral Expedition, is on
a speaking tour recounting what she saw under the sea. After a
presentation on Quadra Island in late January, she will host two
presentations in Victoria in early April. Go to
www.findingcoral.com for details.

Venus
VENUS is a cabled ocean observatory designed as an undersea
laboratory for ocean researchers. The instruments are located
on the seafloor in Saanich Inlet and the Strait of Georgia.
Eventually more than 50 instruments that use a wide range of
methods to gather data—physical and chemical sensors,
acoustic (active and passive) sensors, and cameras will be
deployed in this undersea region. 

Instruments are placed in sediments, on the bottom and on
an ‘elevator’ (profiler) that rises through the water. The
underwater system allows the instruments to communicate
back to shore and sustains the instruments with power.

The Network Operations Centre (NOC) is at the University of
Victoria. It oversees the operation of the two shore stations and
the underwater arrays. Operators must evaluate the health of
the system and be able to detect any faults that arise. The Data
Management and Archive System (DMAS) that receives the
data from the VENUS instruments. These data have to be
captured for immediate use by scientists, processed for display
on this website, and stored for future use. Go to
www.venus.uvic.ca to look under the sea.

Neptune
NEPTUNE Canada is building the world’s largest cabled seafloor
observatory off the westcoast of Vancouver Island. The network,
which extends across the Juan de Fuca plate, the smallest of
earth’s 13 major tectonic plates, will gather live data from a rich
constellation of instruments deployed in a broad spectrum of
undersea environments. Data will be transmitted via high-speed
fibre optic communications from the seafloor to an innovative
data archival system at the University of Victoria. This system
will provide free Internet access (www.neptunecanada.ca) to an
immense wealth of data, both live and archived throughout the
life of this planned 25-year project.

NEPTUNE Canada is designed by scientists for scientists to
address some of the key challenges and questions in the oceans.
The wide array of instruments will allow direct study of
geological, physical, chemical and biological systems in the
ocean. Major research themes include: earthquakes and plate
tectonics, fluid flow in the seabed, marine processes, climate
change, deep-sea ecosystems, engineering and data managment.

This project will also advance our understanding of climate
change by enabling the study of processes involving carbon
dioxide and methane cycling in the ocean. Through NEPTUNE,
scientists can monitor physical, chemical and biological
interactions involved in primary ocean productivity over a
period of decades. This in turn drives bio-chemical cycling
through the rest of the food chain. Scientists will be able to
monitor marine mammal and fish stocks through real-time
tracking of migration patterns, behaviours and health
indicators. NEPTUNE Canada will enable more accurate
assessments of non-renewable marine resources such as metal
deposits, hydrocarbon distributions, and slope stability in our
coastal regions. 

Long-term, continuous observations will make it possible to
capture data for significant tectonic episodes as they occur.
Resulting research will help scientists improve forecast and
warning systems for extreme weather events, earthquakes,
volcanic activity, tsunamis, submarine landslides, and algal
blooms.

Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) is a not-for-profit society
created by the University of Victoria to build and sustain
Canada’s world leadership in ocean science and technology
through the NEPTUNE Canada and VENUS ocean
observatories. 0

Seeing Under The Sea
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